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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATING ALGORITHMS IN NON-ADIABATIC DYNAMICS:
EXTENSION, BENCHMARK, AND APPLICATION
Gaohan Miao
Joseph E. Subotnik
Simulating chemical dynamics going beyond the adiabatic approximation can be
challenging. Due to the high computational cost of simulating nuclear-electronic
coupling, solving the Schrödinger equation becomes prohibitive for high dimensional
systems. For decades, scientists have steadily developed affordable semi-classical al-
gorithms to simulate non-adiabatic dynamics. Although these algorithms were de-
signed to handle non-adiabatic dynamics, they necessarily make several underlying
approximations, and thus their accuracy inevitably depends on the systems inves-
tigated. In this thesis, a few projects involving a host of non-adiabatic algorithms
are presented. First, we revisit potential issues in one specific non-adiabatic algo-
rithm, fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH). We extend FSSH to the interesting
situation whereby the Hamiltonian is complex and the underlying idea of momentum
rescaling is no longer straightforward. We then derive the critical notion of a “Berry
force” from the quantum-classical Liouville equation (QCLE), and revisit potential
recoherence issues in standard FSSH algorithm. Second, we also benchmark another
algorithm, the independent electron surface hopping (IESH) algorithm, and examine
its capacity to model electron transfer at a metal surface. Third and finally, we study
molecule-metal scattering, evaluating the accuracy of electronic friction (EF), classi-
cal master equation (CME), and broadened classical master equation (BCME) for a
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C.1 Schematic diabatic states of the system. The solid lines and dashed
lines are the ground and excited diabatic states, respectively. The
red lines represents states with the impurity orbital occupied, while
the green lines represents states with the impurity orbital unoccupied.
Several representative electron distributions for unoccupied and occu-
pied states are also plotted. Note that states 3′ and 4′ are degenerate.
The hopping map of possible hopping schemes is complicated. The
initial state 1 is coupled to states 1′, 2′, and 4′, state 1′ is coupled to
states 1 and 2, state 2 is coupled to states 1′ and 3′. The requirements




In the field of theoretical and computational chemistry, scientists are always pushing
the limits of simulations for chemical processes using modern computers. To carry
out large simulations, one obvious approach is to directly solve the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (Eq. 1.1) and propagate the wavefunction in time.
i~∂tψ = Ĥψ (1.1)
Although exact is principle, this approach is not a practical way to go because the sim-
ulation becomes an NP-problem and the time complexity scales exponentially as the
system dimension grows. To address this issue, theoretical research groups continue
to develop affordable algorithms for large system simulations by finding appropriate
approximations to a first-principle equation (such as the Schrödinger equation and
Feynman path integral). A good approximation can dramatically reduce the computa-
tional cost, while retaining decent accuracy. One of the most popular approximation
today is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation1, where fast electronic motion and
slow nuclei motion are separated, such that nuclei are moving along one electronic
potential surface, thus greatly reducing the dimensionality of the problem. With such
a separation, every electronic state is mapped to an electronic energy surface, which
encodes electronic energy information as a function of nuclei configuration. In the
Born-Oppenheimer (i.e. adiabatic) limit, only one single electronic energy surface is
important, and no energy transfer between nuclei and electrons are possible. Thus,
we can simulate adiabatic dynamics by propagating nuclei on the electronic energy
1
surface according to Newton equation.
When one goes beyond the adiabatic limit, one enters the non-adiabatic regime.
Non-adiabatic processes are defined as chemical processes where electronic-nuclear
coupling play a crucial role and multiple electronic states are energetically accessible
for the nuclear degree of freedom (as shown in Fig. 1.1). Due to electronic-nuclear cou-
pling, it is possible for electrons and nuclei to exchange energy with each other, which
makes all dynamics far more complicated. Such processes can be found in many mod-
ern chemistry applications, including battery design, catalysis, and photo-chemistry,
and non-adiabatic processes are widely explored by both experimental groups and
theoretical groups. On the theoretical side, for decades, a host of algorithms have
Figure 1.1: Adiabatic dynamics versus non-adiabatic dynamics.
been proposed to handle non-adiabaticity, among which there are three standard
branches: Ehrenfest dynamics, electronic friction (EF), and surface hopping (SH).
(i) Ehrenfest dynamics (Fig. 1.2) makes a mean field approximation that replaces
the effects of multiple electronic surfaces with an average surface, and propagates
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nuclei along that average surface; (ii) for electronic friction (Fig. 1.3), we assume we
operate on a thermal average of all accessible states (the so-called potential of mean
force) such that the effect of all individual surfaces can be treated as a perturbative
frictional force; (iii) lastly, for surface hopping (Fig. 1.4), all electronic surfaces are
treated equally importantly, but the nuclear motion is constrained to be along a sin-
gle electronic surface (active surface) at any time point, with a chance of switching
to another surface. As these algorithms are derived from different approximations,
Figure 1.2: Ehrenfest dynamics algorithm: use an averaged electronic surface to replace effect of multiple electronic
surfaces.
Figure 1.3: Electronic friction algorithm: we run dynamics on the potential of mean force while treating the effects
of all individual electronic surfaces as a perturbative frictional force.
the accuracy of each algorithm can largely depend on the validity of its underlying
assumptions for a given system of interest, and it is crucial to remember that these
standard algorithms are not unique: there are easily a dozen other algorithms for
treating non-adiabatic effects and each will work well in certain cases.
3
Figure 1.4: Surface hopping algorithm: the nuclear degree of freedom is interacting with on electronic surfaces at
one time, but it can switch between different surfaces.
In this thesis we will focus on two surface hopping style algorithms classes (fewest
switches surface hopping (FSSH) and a classical master equation (CME)) and we
will investigate the accuracy of these approaches, the implication of their dynamical
anzats, and the application of these approaches to new and unchartered situations.
1.1 Introduction to non-adiabatic processes in photo-excited molecular
system
One typical example of a non-adiabatic process is a photo-excited processes2–6, where
a molecule absorbs an incoming photon and sits on an electronic excited state at
t = 0. After that, the molecule relaxes to ground state and releases energy to nuclear
modes through either an avoided crossing or a conical intersection. Moreover, the
nuclear modes may again pass the energy back and excite the electronic degree of
freedom and the energy may go back and forth for several rounds. Fewest switches
surface hopping (FSSH) is one of standard theoretical approaches to simulate such
processes and has been widely applied. Despite its success, FSSH can be problem-
atic in some situations. Specifically, the standard FSSH does not typically include
the effect of electron spin. In practice, when the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is im-
portant in a system, a process called intersystem crossing (ISC) can occur and the
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standard FSSH algorithm cannot be directly applied. Within ISC process, electronic
states with different spin multiplicities are coupled with each other7–9, such that the
conversion can occur between a singlet and a triplet. Because, such a conversion
is not naturally included in FSSH, in order to simulate such a process, one must
treat the spin-orbit coupling carefully. Recently, researchers have been developing
methodologies to extend FSSH to describe processes where the spin-orbit couplings
can play an important role.10–14 Despite these developments, as we will show below,
to our knowledge, some fundamental issues still exist regarding the FSSH algorithm
when spin-orbit coupling presents in a system. Below, we will first review related
algorithms, and then introduce a few projects that either investigate these issues and
discusses possible extensions of FSSH from the algorithm perspective.
1.1.1 Review of approaches: FSSH and Ehrenfest
We first briefly review the FSSH algorithm.15 As we treat nuclei classically, for sim-
plicity, we assume a 1-D nuclear space, with coordinate x and momentum p. The
system’s electronic Hamiltonian can be written as Ĥ(x). Typically FSSH uses adi-
abatic representation {ψi}, where electronic energy surfaces E(x) are evaluated by
diagonalizing Ĥ(x). To initialize the system, we assign a trajectory a nuclear configu-





and an active surface j. To evolve the system in time, the nuclear configuration is
propagated according to the current active surface Ej(x), while the electronic wave
5













dkl(x)cl for k = 0, 1, ...




Here dkl(x) is derivative coupling between electronic states k and l, a quantity that
characterizes the strength of electron-nuclear coupling. For each time step, a trajec-
tory has a chance of switching its active surface. According to Tully, the probability









When such a surface hop occurs, the trajectory is required to rescale its momentum p
to conserve the total system energy. With such a rescaling scheme, energy conversion
becomes possible between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. In high dimen-
sional nuclear space x, we rescale the momentum along the direction of djk(x). If
the momentum along the rescaling direction does not have enough energy to support
the hop, the hop is frustrated.
Now we turn to Ehrenfest dynamics.16,17 To construct an average energy surface,
one defines the following mean force that is averaged over all states and is weighted
6
by the system’s density matrix:






To simulate the dynamics, we evolve the system along the energy surface determined
by this mean force.
1.1.2 FSSH with complex-valued Hamiltonian
The above FSSH algorithm ignores an important situation: If spin-orbit coupling is
important in a high dimensional system, the Hamiltonian can become complex-valued
due to the additional spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian. That being said, one will
not be able to generate a real-valued djk. Thus, the notion of a rescaling direction
becomes problematic and can not be immediately implemented. In Chapter 2, we
will investigate this exact problem and show a preliminary extension for the FSSH
algorithm. There, we test several generalized rescaling directions that can be used to
a complex-valued Hamiltonian and show that some ansatze are really accurate while
others are clearly incorrect. Moreover, we also find that an extra magnetic force must
be included in FSSH. This force – which is called Berry force – is shown to result from
Berry curvature, and appears only when the Hamiltonian is complex. In Chapter 3,
we go beyond empirical semiclassical simulations and justify the existence of such a
quasiclassical Berry force by deriving it from a more basic equation: the quantum
classical Liouville equation (QCLE)18,19. We show that, by taking the adiabatic
limit, the QCLE leads to extra terms which include Berry force when the system
has a complex Hamiltonian. Besides working with the QCLE, we also investigate
Ehrenfest dynamics and show that when dealing with a complex-valued Hamiltonian,
7
this mean field algorithm has already incorporated the Berry force effect.
1.1.3 Coherence, Decoherence, and Recoherence
Now, for real-valued Hamiltonians, FSSH has two well-known problems: decoherence
(i.e., when a wave packet separate into two) and recoherence(i.e., when two wave
packets merge into one). The decoherence problem has been addressed extensively
by many researchers5,20–27, and can be easy to fix. On the contrary, the recoherence
problem turns out to be more challenging28,29. In Chapter 4, we revisit the reco-
herence problem in FSSH, and dig deep into the underlying reason for this problem.
We show that, the failure of FSSH when recoherence occurs results from the intrin-
sic recipe of using time-local information to propagate the system (i.e. Markovian
limit). With this recipe, the “fewest switches” only means “locally fewest switches”.
Although the algorithm is entitled “the fewest switches algorithm, in fact the al-
gorithm still involves too many redundant hops in the case of recoherence. In this
project, we propose an ad hoc truly minimum hopping algorithm, which successfully
fixes the problem in our simple 1D system. Unfortunately, such an algorithm cannot
be easily extended to more realistic systems.
1.2 Introduction to non-adiabatic processes in molecule-metal system
Up until now, we have discussed nonadiabatic processes in solution or in the gas
phase with a small (finite) number of electronic states. At this point, however, we
will pay our attention to experiments at a metal surface. Recall that a metal is
usually treated as a fermionic sea, with a significantly smaller electronic energy gap
than that in gas phase molecules. When a molecule is placed near a metal surface,
non-adiabatic nature can emerge because of the coupling between molecular phonon
modes and metal electrons. Many experiments have been conducted to investigate
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non-adiabatic processes in molecule-metal systems, among which a famous one is the
NO-Au scattering experiments conducted by Wodtke’s group30–36, where scientists
found strong evidence that supports the non-adiabacity of the process. Now, theo-
retical simulations of such experiments can be challenging, not only because the the
system has many degrees of freedom, but also because the metal contains a large
number of phonons that can potentially couple with molecule and participate in the
scattering. In the past, theorists have carried out simulations with a few different
algorithms, including electronic friction (EF)37,38,38–41 and independent electrons sur-
face hopping (IESH).42,43 These algorithms both correctly predicted relaxation for
some experimental parameters, but were not in full agreement with all experiments.
Thus, it is of great interest to exam and investigate promising algorithms in molecule-
metal systems. Below, we will first briefly review the related algorithms, and then
introduce several projects that answer the key questions for such a molecule-metal
system.
1.2.1 Review of approaches: CME, EF, BCME, and IESH
We begin by reviewing the relevant, feasible non-adiabatic algorithms that are impor-
tant in molecule-metal systems: classical master equation (CME)44, electronic friction
(EF)45–52, broadened CME (BCME)53, and independent electrons surface hopping
(IESH)54,55. CME is designed to handle non-adiabatic dynamics in molecule-metal
systems. In CME we focus on two diabatic states representing neutral molecule (|A〉)
and charged molecule (|A−〉). By giving an electron to the metal or obtaining an
electron from the metal, the system switches between |A〉 and |A−〉. For simplicity,
we denote |A〉 and |A−〉 as |0〉 and |1〉, respectively. Starting from the classical master
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equation, we write the evolution equation of system as44
∂tP0(x, p, t) = −
p
m







(1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
∂tP1(x, p, t) = −
p
m







(1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
(1.5)
Here Pi(x, p, t) is the phase space density for state |i〉 at time t, Ui(x) is the diabatic
energy surface for |i〉, Γ is molecule-metal coupling, f(ε) is the Fermi function, and
h(x) ≡ U1(x) − U0(x). When Γ > 0, the system can switch between |0〉 and |1〉,
indicating electron transfer between molecule and metal surface. The algorithm can
similarly be implemented by surface hopping, where trajectories hop between diabatic
energy surfaces. By design, CME assumes small hopping rate and works well in the
small Γ limit; when Γ is large, the system becomes more adiabatic and CME fails.
In contrast to the CME, electronic friction works much better when Γ is large.
Starting from the same starting equation Eq. 1.5, one can define
A(x, p, t) ≡ P0(x, p, t) + P1(x, p, t)
B(x, p, t) ≡ f(h(x))P0(x, p, t)− (1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
(1.6)
By letting Γ  ~ω, one can convert 1.5 to a Fokker-Flanck equation for the new-
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defined density A(x, p, t)
∂tA(x, p, t) = −
p
m




A(x, p, t)) + kTγe∂
2
pA(x, p, t)






Thus, in large Γ limit, the system can be propagated along the potential of mean
force UPMF with friction γe.
CME and EF can be derived from the same Schödinger equation but for two dif-
ferent limits. One must wonder if there exists a universal approach that works for
both limits. To interpolate CME and EF to get a uniform expression, Dou and Subot-
nik extended CME by adding the broadening effect53,56 and proposed the broadened
CME (BCME) algorithm:










(E − h(x))2 + (Γ/2)2
f(E)
(1.8)
When Γ becomes large, the difference between n(h(x)) and f(h(x)) becomes sig-
nificant and diabatic surfaces are broadened to recover the correct equilibrium pop-
ulation.
Now let us turn to review IESH. IESH is a direct generalization of FSSH to a
many-electron system. To simulate a molecule-metal system with IESH, one treats
the metal explicitly and discretizes the metal bulk into M electronic orbitals. After
that, one diagnolizes the (M + 1) × (M + 1) Hamiltonian and recovers adiabatic
orbitals |ψ0〉 , |ψ1〉 , ..., |ψM〉. In practice, IESH is an algorithm with the same heuristic
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framework as FSSH, but one uses single electron orbitals (as sampled from a many-
electron Slater determinant) instead of a full, many electronic state. Furthermore, one
assumes zero electron-electron interaction so that the system wave function remains
a Slater determinant throughout the simulation.
1.2.2 Electron Transfer Dynamics at a Metal Surface
Although IESH has modeled some scattering experiments successfully in the past,
the IESH has actually never been fully benchmarked on model problems where exact
or even perturbative solutions are known. With this in mind, in Chapter 5, within
the Anderson-Holstein model, we benchmark IESH against the Marcus theory, as
well as BCME. We show IESH does recover the Marcus rate in the small coupling
limit, and basically agrees with BCME when Γ becomes larger – all of which validates
the independent electron approximation. Furthermore, we show IESH dynamics con-
verges to BCME results in the wide band and large metal orbital density limit. Thus,
even though BCME and IESH have very different underlying approximations, they
actually have equivalent accuracy when applied to the electron-transfer dynamic at
a metal surface.
1.2.3 Molecule-Metal Scattering
In practice, IESH is expensive and not terribly easy to apply to a realistic simulation.
Furthermore, IESH and BCME agree in certain limits. With these facts in mid, in
Chapter 6, we will perform BCME simulations to complement the IESH simulations of
scattering experiments referenced above. For reference, we compare its results against
electronic friction (which has also been tested in scattering simulation before). In that
project, we found both BCME and electronic friction were able to predict vibrational
energy relaxation, the non-adiabatic signature observed in previous experiments. The
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simulation also shows that, while electronic friction suffers from an implementing issue
in the small coupling limit, BCME results are smooth for any coupling strength,
indicating a more stable prediction.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we summarize all progress that are made in the past four
years’ research, and provide future outlook from a higher perspective.
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CHAPTER 2
An Extension of the Fewest Switches Surface Hopping Algorithm to
Complex Hamiltonians and Photophysics in Magnetic Fields: Berry
Curvature and “Magnetic” Forces
This chapter is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 150, 124101 (2019)
2.1 Introduction
Fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH)15 has been a very powerful tool for simu-
lating non-adiabatic dynamics over the last thirty years.4,57–60 The basic idea of the
FSSH algorithm is to run stochastic dynamics on electronic adiabats, with stochas-
tic switches between adiabats to account for electronic relaxation; in the spirit of
Pechukas’s force,61,62 one rescales momenta in the direction of the derivative coupling
whenever a hop between surfaces occurs. The algorithm has been shown to success-
fully capture both the short time dynamics of non-adiabatic systems63,64 as well as
(their) long time equilibrium properties.65 At the same time, the cost of FSSH is quite
modest15,66,67. Of course, Tully’s algorithm has a few well-known shortcomings: (i)
the original algorithm did not treat wave packet separation correctly, and thus did
not model decoherence;2,5,21,24–27,68–70 (ii) the algorithm does not treat recoherence
correctly;28 (iii) the algorithm does not include any nuclear quantum effects.71,72 Of
the problems above, item (i) has been discussed extensively in the literature and can
largely be corrected; items (ii) and (iii) are largely intractable with classical, non-
interacting trajectories.73,74 Nevertheless, as a testament of the algorithm’s value,
FSSH is routinely applied today to simulate non-adiabatic dynamics including pho-
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tochemical processes59,63,75, scattering42,66,76, and charge transfer in solution6,70.
Interestingly, of all of the applications listed above, there is one glaring omis-
sion. To our knowledge, no one has yet used FSSH to study non-adiabatic dynamics
for molecular systems with spin degrees of freedom in strong magnetic fields. More
generally, to our knowledge, no one has yet extended the FSSH algorithm to treat
complex (rather than real-valued) electronic Hamiltonians. When one considers such
an extension, several obvious questions arise, including: (a) how should one incorpo-
rate geometric phases semiclassically,77–80 given that geometric phase is a nonlocal,
topological property? (b) how should one choose the direction of momentum rescaling
when the derivative coupling is complex, and there is no unique real vector to isolate?
The answers are not obvious.
With this background in mind, the goal of this paper is to propose one possible
set of answers and a possible extension of FSSH to the case of complex Hamiltoni-
ans. We will find that our current implementation of FSSH behaves reasonably well,
though one clearly loses some accuracy when moving from the case of real to com-
plex Hamiltonians. In particular, because of topological phase effects, we will show
that obvious limitations arise for any algorithm (like FSSH) based on independent,
spatially local and time local trajectories. This paper is structured as follows: In
Sec. 2.2, we introduce our several ansätze for the FSSH algorithm in the presence of
a complex Hamiltonian. In Sec. 2.3, we make clear our simulation details. In Sec.
2.4, we present our results. In Sec. 2.5, we interpret our numerical results and give
a simple explanation for how geometric phase effects appear in surface hopping, and
we propose a general extension of the FSSH algorithm. Finally, in Sec. 2.6 and Sec.
2.7, we summarize the paper and present some open questions, respectively. As far
as notation is concerned, below we use bold characters (e.g. r) to denote vectors, and




Let us now briefly review the FSSH algorithm. As originally conceived, the FSSH
approach is applicable to the case of real electronic Hamiltonians. Without loss of
generality, consider a real two-by-two Hamiltonian (i.e. a Hamiltonian with two





Here, r is a nuclear coordinate. To simulate semiclassical dynamics with quantum
electronic states and classical nuclei, one runs an ensemble of independent trajectories,
initialized so as to correspond to the correct Wigner distribution at time zero28,81–84.
Thereafter, for each trajectory at r, one first diagonalizes H(r) to compute adia-
batic energies E0(r), E1(r) and adiabatic basis |ψ0(r)〉 , |ψ1(r)〉, and then evolves the













· dkl(r)cl (k = 0, 1)
(2.2)
Here, j is the active surface for a given trajectory. ck is the electronic wavefunction
amplitude for orbital k. F j(r) ≡ −∇Ej(r) is the adiabatic force along the surface j,
dkl(r) ≡ 〈ψk(r)|∇|ψl(r)〉 is the derivative coupling between orbitals k and l.
According to FSSH, trajectories occasionally switch from one surface to the other.









Here ρjk ≡ cjc∗k are density matrix elements, and (c0, c1) is the electronic wavefunc-
tion. Whenever a particle switches surfaces, in order to conserve energy, one rescales
the momentum in the direction of the derivative coupling, d01(r).
85 There are many
existing references in the literature where one can learn more details of the FSSH
algorithm15,28,70,86, beginning with Tully’s original paper.15
2.2.2 Complex Hamiltonians
At this point, we come to the heart of the matter. Consider a situation whereby a
particle with spin interacts with a magnetic field and there are two possible electronic
states. Because of the magnetic field, the electronic Hamiltonian will no longer be
real-valued.87–90 Instead, the electronic Hamiltonian will be complex: V01(r) can have
both real and imaginary parts,89 and V10(r) = V
∗
01(r). For this situation, FSSH is
not well defined and two obvious problems present themselves.
1. First, note that FSSH depends critically on the existence of adiabatic states.
Now, it is well known that, in the presence of conical intersections, adiabatic
electronic states cannot be globally defined, even for real electronic Hamiltoni-
ans.89 Nevertheless, even though FSSH does not account for geometric phase,
the algorithm is largely able to model dynamics through conical intersections, as
has been documented in detail previously91–94. That being said, for the present
case of a complex Hamiltonian, one must always worry: How should one best
choose the sign of the wavefunctions, when the sign has a true complex phase
and not just a plus/minus? And how should one best incorporate Berry’s phase
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effects77,95 semiclassically?
2. The second obvious question is: What is the (real-valued) direction for rescaling
momentum? Obviously Re(d01) is not acceptable as this quantity depends
on the choice of phase for the adiabatic electronic states. Furthermore, for a
practical FSSH calculation, we must be able to compute this direction using
only local information at a single nuclear geometry.
With these two questions in mind, we will propose a few simple and robust extensions
of FSSH to complex Hamiltonians.
“Magnetic Force” Ansatz
As far as the changing (Berry) phase of the adiabatic electronic states, it is well known
that the Berry curvature near the crossing region can be transformed into an effec-
tive magnetic field that is applicable in the adiabatic limit.95,96 Thus, to incorporate
Berry’s phase effects into FSSH dynamics, we propose that, when a trajectory is mov-
ing on adiabatic surface j near a crossing point, we will allow each FSSH trajectory





Here, Bj is defined to be the Berry curvature
77,97
Bj = ∇× (i 〈ψj|∇|ψj〉) = −i
∑
k 6=j
djk × dkj (2.5)












In the end, for an FSSH simulation moving along adiabat j, we will assume that
the “magnetic” force Fmagj should simply be added to the total adiabatic, Born-
Oppenheimer force in Eq. 2.2. Note that p ·Fmagj = 0, so that this extra “magnetic”
force does not break energy conservation, but rather turns the direction of momen-
tum. Note further that this “magnetic” force disappears for the case of a real-valued
Hamiltonian, where the derivative coupling djk is real. Interestingly, for a two state
problem, Eq. 2.6 implies that Fmag0 = −F
mag
1 .
Direction of Momentum Rescaling
In order to extend FSSH to the case of a complex Hamiltonian, we must find an
appropriate direction for momentum rescaling, njk, when a hop between adiabats
j → k occurs. To be appropriate, this direction vector must satisfy at least three
constraints: (i) njk must be real; (ii) njk should not depend on the phase of the
derivative coupling djk; (iii) njk must reduce to djk when the complex part of the
Hamiltonian is removed. Furthermore, we must be able to construct this direction
with only local information at a single nuclear geometry; we cannot assume that we
have any information about a global reaction coordinate.
With these constraints in mind, the following three ansätze for njk are possibilities
(all of them should be normalized to unit vectors):
• Method #1: “Re(d(v · d))”










Note the strong connection between the magnetic force (Eq. 2.6) and njk here:








would act as a direction
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for momentum rescaling while the imaginary part acts as a magnetic force that
modifies motion along a given adiabat (see Eq. 2.6).
• Method #2: “Re(eiηd)”
Another option for the rescaling direction njk is the real part of the derivative
coupling with a robust phase factor. To this end, one can choose
njk ∝ Re(eiηdjk), (2.8)
where for every coordinate r, η is chosen so as to maximize the vector norm
||Re(eiηdjk)||2. Note that, unlike Method #1, this ansatz for η does not depend
on any dynamical properties of a given trajectory.
• Method #3: “Average d”




(ρjkdkj + ρkjdjk) = Im(ρjkdkj) (2.9)
Like Method #1, this ansatz depends on the dynamics of a given trajectory.
However, whereas Method #1 makes use of the nuclear momentum, Method #3
makes use of the electronic density matrix to construct the rescaling direction.
In practice, as shown in the Appendix A.1, Method #3 performs very poorly, 2 and
so below we will focus exclusively on Methods #1 and #2.
Throughout this paper, there is one nuance worth reporting. When running FSSH
calculations, one needs to choose appropriate phases for eigenvectors. To choose these
phases, one can use either (i) eigenvectors computed on the fly, whereby the phase of
1Likely, njk = Re(ρjkdkj) is another possibility.
2Similarly, njk = Re(ρjkdkj) does not perform well.
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a given set of eigenvectors are aligned with the eigenvectors at previous time step by
“parallel transport” (i.e. 〈ψi(t)|ψi(t+ dt)〉 ≈ 1); or (ii) analytical eigenvectors (see
below in Eq. 2.12) for which a global phase is assigned (whenever possible). In our
FSSH calculations, we find that as long as we initialize the system in a consistent
fashion, we can use either phase convention, the difference between (i) and (ii) is
negligible. For results below, all FSSH data are implemented using option (i).
2.3 Simulation Details
Consider a simple 2-D system with the following general Hamiltonian:
H = A
 − cos θ(x, y) sin θeiφ(x,y)
sin θ(x, y)e−iφ(x,y) cos θ(x, y)
 (2.10)






Here A, B, W are constants. In Fig. 2.1, we plot the diabats, adiabats and derivative
couplings. Note that the adiabats are completely flat which will make all FSSH
results easier to interpret. For this Hamiltonian, one may solve for the eigenvalues,
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Figure 2.1: Surfaces for the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.10. Parameters are: A = 0.1, B = 3.0, W = 0.3. Solid lines are the
adiabatic surfaces, which are flat; dashed lines are the diabatic surfaces; dotted lines are the absolute values of the
derivative coupling along each direction.





































Note that, with the choice of adiabats in Eq. 2.12, d01 is composed of two components:
a real component in the direction of the crossing (∇θ) and an imaginary component
in the direction of the gradient of the phase of the diabatic coupling (∇φ). Vice
versa, Berry’s phase is defined as the integral of the on-diagonal derivative coupling




〈ψk|∇|ψk〉 · dR. (2.13)
The integral in Eq. 2.13 is a topological gauge-invariant quantity of much current
interest, but for the present paper, we will focus more on the Berry curvature, i.e.
the curl of the Berry potential (see Eq. 2.5), which is also gauge invariant. 3










Here pinit and rinit are the initial momentum and position, respectively; σ is the
spread of the initial wave packet over real space. For exact quantum calculations,
the wave packets are propagated with the Schrödinger equation using the fast Fourier
transform technique98. For the surface hopping algorithm, 107 trajectories are sam-
pled from the Wigner distribution corresponding to Eq. 2.14 (both r and p are
of Gaussian distributions, satisfying ∆ri∆pi = ~/2). Each semiclassical trajectory
is propagated according to the (modified) FSSH algorithm with an ansatz for the
3Note that, for the case of a real Hamiltonian, where the eigenvectors can always be chosen as
real, Berry’s phase will always be 0 or π. By contrast, for a complex Hamiltonian, although the
definition of Berry’s phase is identical, the value of the phase itself can now be any number in [0, 2π),
as parallel transport along a closed loop with complex wavefunctions can return just about any phase
in the end. In this paper, we will focus mainly on the Berry curvature (see Eq. 2.5) rather than
Berry’s phase. Unlike the Berry potential i 〈ψk|∇|ψk〉 (i.e. the integrand of Berry’s phase), the
Berry curvature is gauge invariant and has a direct connection to a semiclassical force.
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rescaling direction as described above. For a particle moving in the 2-D plane, the















∂xθ∂yφ sin θ (p
y,−px)
(2.15)








For Method #2, we would ideally like to choose the direction ∇θ, i.e. the x-direction,
which we presume is the classical reaction coordinate. Unfortunately, with an arbi-
trary phase possible when delineating eigenstates, and without the knowledge of a
global potential energy surface, isolating ∇θ is non-trivial. In the present case (for a






eiη (∇θ + i∇φ sin θ)
)
||2 (2.17)
Maximizing the above expression using ∇θ·∇φ = 0, Method #2 chooses the rescaling
direction to be:
n01 =
 (1, 0) when (∂xθ)
2 > (sin θ∂yφ)
2
(0, 1) when (∂xθ)
2 < (sin θ∂yφ)
2
(2.18)
For most parameters below (except Fig. 2.7), we will usually operate in the regime
whereby (∂xθ)
2 > (sin θ∂yφ)
2, and so n01 will be in the x-direction. For our other
parameters, we choose B = 3.0, rinit = (−3, 0), σ = 1.0.
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2.4 Results
We begin by investigating scattering processes where the average incoming momentum
is along the x-direction: pinit = (p
x
init, 0). Because we initialize all dynamics to begin
in the x-direction, we can learn about Berry’s phase effects by monitoring all dynamics
in the y-direction. In Fig. 2.2, we plot the final population and average momentum
Figure 2.2: Scattering population and momenta with W = 0.5. Left: Transmitted population distribution on the
diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, pxinit. Middle: The
x-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. Right: The y-direction momentum on the
diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. The system is initialized with pinit = (p
x
init, 0). FSSH predicts the correct
population as well as the x-direction momentum on each diabatic surface, while FSSH is only partially correct for
the y-direction momentum. The difference between two rescaling ansätze is negligible here.
along the x-direction and the y-direction for each diabat as a function of initial x
momentum, pxinit. As far as electronic populations are concerned, the case A = 0.02
would appear to be in the diabatic regime at large velocities, where a significant
percentage of trajectories stay on the initial diabat (diabat 1→ 1); the case A = 0.1
would appear to be in the adiabatic regime, where most trajectories stay on the
initial adiabat (diabat 1 → 0). The exact quantum dynamics results give a simple
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interpretation of Berry’s phase effect: motion on a given diabat (i.e. a switch of
adiabat) does not lead to a finite momentum in the y-direction. By contrast, motion
on two different diabats (no switch of adiabats) does lead to a finite momentum. All
momentum changes are identical (with a value of W = 0.5), irrespective of the values
of A and pxinit.
Let us now turn to FSSH. For the population distribution and the x-direction
momentum, we find that the modified surface hopping algorithm does capture the
correct results (for both Methods #1 and #2). However, for the y-direction momen-
tum, while the FSSH result is good for the case of small A, its error increases when
A is tuned to larger values. Again, there is no significant difference between the two
rescaling ansätze.
Next, in Fig. 2.3, we investigate the same case but with a larger W : We set
W = 5.0 and plot the same observables as in Fig. 2.2. As far as the accuracy of
FSSH is concerned, our conclusions are the same as for the case of W = 0.5. Both
FSSH ansätze capture the correct px and the approximately correct py. The error
increases as A increases. For this model problem, the exact momentum change in the
y-direction (for wave packets that do not switch adiabats) is again equal to W , only
now W = 5.0.
Finally, for a meaningful comparison of the two rescaling ansätze and as a means
of differentiation, we turn to an alternative set of initial momentum conditions: All
trajectories are initialized with a momentum pinit = (p
x
init,−pxinit). As plotted in
Fig. 2.4, the results of two ansätze become different: Method #2 almost captures
the correct momentum distribution, while Method #1 consistently underestimates px
and overestimates py on diabat 1. From this observation, we empirically infer that, if
surface hopping is applicable with complex Hamiltonians, Method #2 must be more
physically meaningful than Method #1. Evidently, the optimal rescaling direction is
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Figure 2.3: Same as Fig. 2.2, but now with W = 5.0. Left: Transmitted population distribution on the diabatic
surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, pxinit. Middle: The x-direction
momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. Right: The y-direction momentum on the diabatic
surfaces as a function of pxinit. The system is initialized with pinit = (p
x
init, 0). FSSH predicts the correct
population as well as the x-direction momentum for each diabatic surface, but FSSH is only partially correct for the
y-direction momentum. The difference between the two rescaling ansätze is negligible for this case.
Method #2, which does not depend on any dynamical information.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Understanding Berry’s Magnetic Force: The case of small or mod-
erately sized W
To incorporate Berry’s phase effects into semiclassical dynamics, we have used the
well-known magnetic force ansatz95 in Eq. 2.4. To better understand this force in
the context of semiclassical dynamics, note that, in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, one finds that
the exact momentum change in the y-direction is independent of A and pxinit. In fact,
as long as W is not too large, if the system is initialized on the upper surface, one
always ends up with py1 = W and p
y
0 = 0; if the system is initialized on the lower
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Figure 2.4: Same as Fig. 2.2, but now with W = 5.0 and pinit = (p
x
init,−pxinit). Left: Transmitted population
distribution on the diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, pxinit.
Middle: The x-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. Right: The y-direction
momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. The system is initialized with pinit = (p
x
init,−pxinit).
While both FSSH ansätze predict the correct population, the momentum results of Method #2 are clearly better
than those of Method #1.
surface, one always ends up with py1 = 0 and p
y
0 = −W . Neither A or pxinit has an
effect on the py results. These features are completely consistent with the fact that
Berry’s phase is a topological (rather than dynamic) effect. Nevertheless, in Figs. 2.2
and 2.3, one finds that Berry’s topological phase has clear dynamic consequences.
Within the context of semiclassical dynamics, the ansatz of an extra magnetic
force can partially handle these effects: Given the expression for Fmag1 in Eq. 2.15,
if a trajectory is initialized on the upper surface and propagated adiabatically, i.e.
without any hopping and assuming full transmission, we find that the final momentum










cos θ|θ(t=∞)θ(t=0) = ~∂yφ = ~W (2.19)
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Similarly, if a trajectory is initialized on the lower surface and propagated without
hopping, we recover
py0 = −~W (2.20)
Clearly, Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 are effectively the correct, semiclassical adiabatic limits;
our ansatz for including Berry’s forces within FSSH appears reasonable.
Let us next address the question of whether semiclassical FSSH is trustworthy
in practice in the limit of finite (or nonzero) hopping probabilities. In Fig. 2.2, in
the case of a small W value, we saw that FSSH almost captures the correct results
but the agreement is not perfect. As we will show now, this non-agreement can be
traced back to the very basic concept of independent FSSH trajectories with variable
hopping positions. Consider for a moment the early surface hopping proposal by
Tully and Preston99, whereby a trajectory hops between adiabats only at a crossing
point in the spirit of Laudau-Zener transition. In this case, it is quite easy to see that
surface hopping should be nearly exact. On the one hand, for a trajectory that does
not hop at the crossing point, the ending py will be exactly W given the limit of zero
hopping (see Eq. 2.19). On the other hand, for a trajectory that hops at exactly the
crossing point, half of the transmitted trajectory will run on one adiabat and half will
run on the other adiabat. Thus, by symmetry of the Berry’s force, i.e., the fact that
Fmag0 = −F
mag
1 , the final p
y will be 0. Therefore, Tully-Preston surface hopping must
be accurate for incorporating geometric phase, and any deviations in the FSSH the
py results must be caused by the fact that Tully’s FSSH algorithm allows trajectories
to hop up and down, back and forth, multiple times in the coupling region; this
complicated hopping picture no longer guarantees that the y-momentum induced by
the Berry magnetic force will be accurate. In the end, the small inaccuracies in Figs.
2.2 and 2.3 appear inevitable if one sticks with the independent FSSH algorithm, even
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in the limit of small W .
2.5.2 The Limitations of the Modified FSSH
Next, let us consider larger W values and/or non-perpendicular incoming velocities
(so that Fmag1 is negative in the x-direction), where another feature can also appear:
Reflection. Even though the adiabats are entirely flat, it is possible to observe reflec-
tion! In Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, we let pyinit = p
x
init and we investigate both the transmitted




init). Left: Transmitted population
distribution on the diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, pxinit.
Middle: The x-direction momentum for transmission part on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. Right: The
y-direction momentum for the wave packets transmitted on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. The system




init). In this case, FSSH with Method #2 is still better than Method #1. When
pinitx is small, no FSSH results are accurate.
and reflected particles, respectively. We find that both the exact quantum solution
and the modified FSSH algorithms predict some amount of reflection provided that
we apply the correct magnetic force in our FSSH algorithm. That being said, al-
though Method #2 is still better than Method #1, neither method can fully capture
the correct population and momentum quantitatively even when A is small.
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Figure 2.6: Same as Fig. 2.5, but now the reflected components are plotted. Left: Reflected population distribution
on the diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of the initial momentum along the x-direction, pxinit. Middle:
The x-direction momentum for the reflected component on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. Right: The
y-direction momentum for the reflected component on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. The system is




init). Both exact dynamics and FSSH predict reflection when p
x
init is small.
Finally, let us address the case of very large W . In Fig. 2.7, we plot simulation
results for W = 15. For this case, an important nuance arises regarding to our FSSH
algorithm. Unlike the case of small or medium W , where Method #2 is equivalent to
rescaling in the x-direction, for the case of large W , Method #2 can actually rescale
momenta along the x-direction for some coordinates but along the y-direction for
others (see Eq. 2.18). As a means of assessing this unusual ansatz, we will introduce
yet another rescaling scheme: Simple rescaling along the x-direction after a surface
hop.
From the results in Fig. 2.7, we find that, when W is large, no modified FSSH
algorithm works well.4 One is not even able to capture the electronic state populations
as a function of pxinit. One can conceive of two possible explanations for this dramatic
4Method #1 also fails (not shown).
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Figure 2.7: Same as Fig. 2.2, but now with W = 15.0. Left: Transmitted population distribution on the diabatic
surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, pxinit. Middle: The x-direction
momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of pxinit. Right: The y-direction momentum on the diabatic
surfaces as a function of pxinit. The system is initialized with pinit = (p
x
init, 0). For the large value of W studied
here, neither rescaling in the x-direction nor Method #2 is quantitatively accurate.
failure: (i) When W is large, the complex Hamiltonian matrix oscillates rapidly with
frequency W as a function of the coordinate y, and so the dynamics may be outside
the classical region, and quantum effects may be essential, as in the case of a time-
dependent Hamiltonian with large frequency ω. (ii) It is also possible that we have
not yet found the optimal approach for velocity rescaling after a hop. Understanding
how and why FSSH fails in the case of large W deserves further investigation.
2.5.3 Time Dynamics
Before concluding, let us turn to time dynamics rather than scattering probabilities.
So far in this manuscript, we have focused on the asymptotic states after a scattering
event – rather than the time dynamics of the underlying wave function during the
scattering event. To better understand the dynamics, in Fig. 2.8 we plot the time
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Figure 2.8: Time evolution of population and momenta with W = 5.0. Left: Electronic population on the diabatic
surfaces as a function of time t. Middle: The x-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of time.
Right: The y-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of time. The system is initialized with
pinit = (20, 0). The initial electronic population is chosen to be n0 = 0.005 and n1 = 0.995 (rather than n1 = 1) in
order to avoid intense oscillations when converting from the adiabatic to the diabatic representation. For the
population dynamics, FSSH results are quite accurate. With regards to momentum, FSSH is reasonably accurate.
evolution for the populations and momenta on the diabats. The initial momentum
pinit is set to be (20, 0). To obtain FSSH statistics on the diabatic surfaces, we use
method 3 from Ref. 82. This conversion method leads to intense oscillations if the
wavefunction is initialized entirely on the upper diabatic surface, and to avoid such
a numerical issue, we initialize the wavefunction with a slight superposition state:
99.5% of the population is initialized on the upper diabatic surface, while 0.5% are
initialized on the lower one. From the data in Fig. 2.8, we find that, despite the
fact that the scattering process is dynamically complicated, FSSH dynamics are not
actually that bad (just as for real Hamiltonians): The population dynamics predicted
by FSSH are reasonably accurate, and the overall trend of momentum dynamics are
basically in agreement with the exact dynamics.
Lastly, let us turn to the adiabatic representation. To generate exact adiabatic
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Figure 2.9: W = 5.0. Left: Electronic population on the adiabatic surfaces as a function of time t. Middle: The
x-direction momentum on the adiabatic surfaces as a function of time. Right: The y-direction momentum on the
adiabatic surfaces as a function of time. The system is initialized with pinit = (20, 0). Some early FSSH momentum
for the lower adiabatic surface is missing because no trajectory is on that surface. Although FSSH captures the
correct time evolution of population as well as approximately correct ending momentum, it fails to predict the
correct momentum as a function of time.
momenta, we rotate the electronic wavefunctions from the diabatic representation to
the adiabatic representation, using the analytical eigenvectors in Eq. 2.12. Note that
the quantities 〈ψ0|∇|ψ0〉 and 〈ψ1|∇|ψ1〉 are usually non-zero (and of course purely
imaginary). The contribution of these terms must be included when evaluating the
momentum on the adiabatic surfaces. Thus, if the exact wavefunction is |Ψ〉 =











Next, let us consider FSSH. Normally, because FSSH is defined in the adiabatic
basis, one would expect FSSH to be most accurate in this representation. For FSSH,
the adiabatic momenta are computed simply by averaging the momentum of all tra-
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jectories on a given adiabatic surface.
The dynamics on the adiabatic surfaces are plotted in Fig. 2.9. For the adiabatic
populations, FSSH again captures accurate dynamics. For the momentum, however,
the FSSH result on adiabat 0 is extremely inaccurate for early times. In theory, this
error could arise because, at early times, the details of one wave packet spreading
from one adiabat to another must reflect the quantum nature of matter waves. A
simpler and more likely explanation, however, is that FSSH fails here simply because
semiclassical dynamics treat p classically whereas exact quantum dynamics interprets
momentum as a phase change (that can more naturally account for the presence of
geometric phase). Either way, it is quite surprising that physical observables (as cal-
culated by FSSH) in a diabatic basis appear more accurate than those in an adiabatic
basis.
2.6 Summary
To summarize, we have proposed a modified version of FSSH to incorporate non-
adiabatic semiclassical systems with complex Hamiltonians. For a chemistry audi-
ence accustomed to non-adiabatic transitions, we have shown how to include complex
Hamiltonians and Berry’s forces; for a physics audience accustomed to adiabatic
dynamics with complex Hamiltonians, we have shown one means to take the non-
adiabatic limit and including hopping. For motion along adiabatic surfaces, we in-
voke the usual concept of adiabatic “magnetic forces” to account for Berry’s phase
(Eq. 2.6), and some evidence has been provided that this approach is compatible
with standard FSSH. 5, 100,101 For the momentum rescaling scheme, we compare three
5Interestingly, we note that, even though FSSH is grounded in the notion of dynamics along
adiabats, a few researchers have designed surface hopping schemes in a diabatic basis.100,101 Within
such a diabatic framework, one would not be able to use “adiabatic magnetic forces” to account for
Berry’s phase (as we have done here). Instead, one would need to account for Berry’s phase when
adjusting velocities after a hop, and there is no guarantee that such an approach would be robust.
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potential ansätze and show that Method #2 is the best rescaling scheme: after a
hop j → k, the momentum should be adjusted in the direction Re(eiηdjk) where η is
chosen to maximize ||Re(eiηdjk)||2, which will usually be close to the direction ∇θ for
a two-state model (see Appendix A.2). 6 Evidently, choosing a dynamical rescaling
direction is not appropriate.
With these adjustments, our overall conclusion is that, a modified FSSH algorithm
can capture many important non-adiabatic dynamical features (e.g. the scattering
probabilities and the approximate scattering momenta), but FSSH cannot capture a
few features (e.g. the detailed early time dynamics of momentum transfer).
2.7 Open Questions
With the above summary in mind, several questions now present themselves. On the
practical side, the first methodological question one must pose is: Have we constructed
the optimal FSSH algorithm or is there another, better option available for the case of
a complex electronic Hamiltonian? Considering the errors in the y-momentum in Figs.
2.2 and 2.3 and the discussion of independent trajectories in Sec. 2.5.1, we note that
Truhlar et al have constructed an FSSH algorithm with time uncertainty102 which was
designed to introduce a small amount of time non-locality. Would a similar approach
help improve FSSH in this case and reduce the number of hops in the coupling region?
Or is it simply impossible to model Berry’s phase well with independent trajectories,
given that Berry’s phase is geometric and topological (and therefore intrinsically non-
local)?
Second, again on the practical side, a modern FSSH implementation can avoid
6Note that, if W is large enough, as discussed in the context of Fig. 2.7, Method #2 and ∇θ
may give different rescaling directions. Nevertheless, for such large W values, FSSH does not appear
to be accurate – again, see Fig. 2.7 – and so Method #2 would appear to be a robust ansatz that
should be applicable for ab initio calculations.
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calculating derivative couplings unless a hop is required;66 as far as propagating time
dependent Schrödinger equation, d · p/m is enough. Unfortunately, in the case of a
complex Hamiltonian with Berry’s forces, apparently one must calculate d at every
time step in order to evaluate Fmagj . One must wonder: Is there a practical and
efficient approach to construct such a Berry force easily, ideally a scheme that will
be stable with a large number of electronic states and will avoid the trivial crossing
problem?66,103–107
Third, on the theory side, one must also wonder: Can any of our proposed exten-
sions of FSSH be tied back to a more rigorous theory of quantum mechanics? For
the case of a real electronic Hamiltonian, our research group and the Kapral research
group have successfully tied FSSH back to the QCLE83,84. However, the QCLE is a
first order expansion that cuts off at zeroth order in ~, whereas Berry’s phase requires
a second-order expansion: Note that the magnetic force in Eq. 2.6 is first order in ~.
Can we relate an extended version of FSSH to an extended version of the QCLE for
the case of complex Hamiltonians?
Fourth, according to Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, the magnetic force in Eq. 2.6 can lead
to wave packets separating as trajectories on different adiabatic surfaces are turned
in different directions, some transmitted and some reflected. Thus, the sharp reader
will no doubt isolate yet another question. Recall that, when deriving FSSH from the
QCLE, the question of decoherence and wave packet separation arises naturally.84
After all, wave packets on different adiabatic surfaces feel different static, adiabatic
forces that lead to separation eventually; and for years, many researchers have con-
structed practical solutions for incorporating decoherence into FSSH to account for
such effects.5,20–27 For the present paper, however, we now see a new phenomenon:
With Berry’s forces, wave packet separation is caused by wave packets on different
surfaces feeling different magnetic forces that depend on velocity. Furthermore, these
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“magnetic” forces appear only in the strong coupling region, which negates our usual
understanding of decoherence being a phenomenon that emerges after wave packets
pass through coupling region and only thereafter move apart in different directions.108
Thus, another immediate question is how should we appropriately model such mag-
netically induced decoherence within FSSH so as to recover the correct dynamics.
Given the inherent difficulties of including decoherence within FSSH, the questions
above lead to a fifth question: Is it possible that a different mixed quantum classical
scheme might strongly outperform FSSH for the case of complex Hamiltonians? In
particular, for problems of decoherence, ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS) is a
more natural ansatz.109,110 And yet, AIMS is most efficient in an adiabatic basis,
where single valued wave functions can be difficult to find. Interestingly, there has
been a great deal of work investigating conical intersection’s geometric phase and
choice of basis within AIMS for real Hamiltonians, and the overall conclusion appear
to be that we should run dynamics with electronic wavefunctions chosen at a single
location.111 Thus, one can ask, can the results in Ref. Ref. 111 for adiabatic AIMS
be easily extended to work with complex Hamiltonians?
The final, sixth question is perhaps most exciting of all. On the experimental
front, one must wonder: Can any of the dynamics predicted in Sec. 2.4 above be
detected experimentally? For instance, the numerical model above suggests that,
whenever an electronic transition (in the x-direction) occurs between two electronic
states with spin, one ought to find a signature of nuclear or vibrational motion (in the
y-direction) as arising from Berry’s phase for the case of a molecule in a magnetic field
– provided that the transition occurs in the normal regime where an electron changes
character along a single adiabat. Vice versa, no such signature should be observable
for a transition in the inverted regime where an electron changes character but the
adiabat also changes. Can this dichotomy be seen experimentally? Can we find
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realistic molecular systems with large enough susceptibilities such that, in very large
magnetic fields, we will observe dynamical Berry phase effects? Or, if we recall that
Marcus theory assumes a threshold amount of nuclear friction, a pessimist must ask:
Will the inevitable presence of some nuclear friction eliminate all such effects? And
lastly, how will these features behave when the complex phase is more complicated,
so that ∂yφ is not a constant (as assumed above)? These fascinating experimental
and theoretical questions will hopefully be answered in the near future.
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A Demonstration of Consistency between the Quantum Classical
Liouville Equation and Berry’s Phase and Curvature for the Case of
Complex Hamiltonians
This chapter is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 151, 074113 (2019).
3.1 Introduction
Nonadiabatic dynamics are a continuous source of interest and intrigue in the chemical
physics community. On the one hand, the fast exchange of energy between nuclear and
electronic degrees of freedom violates the Born Oppenheimer (BO) approximation,
the bedrock of modern chemistry112. When one violates the BO approximation even
moderately, one can find many unexpected effects, the most famous being Berry’s
phase effects77. On the other hand, because quantum mechanics is so expensive
to propagate, there is a strong impetus to understand nonadiabatic dynamics in a
semiclassical fashion15,28,109,113,114, focusing on quantum electrons and classical nuclei.
Thus, for many researchers, the nature of nonadiabatic effects becomes entangled
with semiclassical approximations, which leads to only more questions about the
fundamental nature of nonadiabatic dynamics.
In the present communication, we want to directly address one such fundamental
question in nonadiabatic dynamics: the connection between Berry’s phase77 and the
quantum classical Liouville equation18,19. A few words are now appropriate regarding
Berry’s phase, both in the context of real and complex Hamiltonians. In general,
Berry’s phase effects are usually derived by considering the phase of an electronic
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wavefunction in the limit of a very slowly evolving potential that mixes together
different adiabatic states, and the presence of Berry’s phase can lead to interfer-
ence effects around degeneracies(e.g. the Aharanov-Bohm effect115,116 and tunneling
suppression117). When the Hamiltonian is real, Berry’s phase is effectively a general-
ization of the Longuet-Higgins phase118–120, and there is an enormous literature in the
chemical physics literature regarding the role of Berry’s phase effects around conical
intersections93,121. Of note, however, is that for a complex Hamiltonian, Berry’s phase
can yield real effects even without a relevant intersection point; the Berry curvature
(see equation 3.6) will be nonzero122,123. Although this case is not usually addressed
in the chemical physics literature (where we usually assume that the molecular Hamil-
tonian is real), the question of curve crossings with complex Hamiltonians has been
investigated previously.124–127 and Takatsuka and Yonehara have written extensively
about Berry’s “Lorentz-like” forces in the context of semiclassical, path branching
dynamics128,129.
Let us now turn to the QCLE18,19. The QCLE represents the simplest means to
rigorously take the semiclassical limit of a coupled nuclear-electronic systems, treating
nuclei classically and electrons quantum mechanically. The basic premise is to take a
partial Wigner transform over a set of nuclear degrees of freedom, and then expand
the total equation of motion in units of ~.. The QCLE includes only terms on the
order of ~−1 and ~0 = 1; all terms on the order of ~, ~2, . . . etc. are ignored. Formally,
the resulting dynamics have some failures – there is no Jacobi identity and correlation
functions will not be invariant to time translation130. Nevertheless, the dynamics are
generally considered to be very accurate. In the context of the spin-boson model,
the QCLE is exact. In this spirit, the QCLE is the underlying phase space equation
against which one would like to compare all other semiclassical approaches83,84,131,132.
With this background in mind, recent work has identified a subtle question with
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regards to nonadiabatic dynamics, namely: Does the QCLE correctly incorporate
Berry’s phase effects? On the one hand, one might assume that Berry’s phase and
Berry’s curvature – both proportional to ~ – can arise only if goes beyond the QCLE
to include all ~1 terms in the expansion. Beside this ~ expansion argument, note
also that Berry’s forces are usually derived by considering the Berry potential (or
Berry connection) A ≡ i~ 〈Φ|∇Φ〉 of a nearly adiabatic state |Φ〉 and, through a
gauge transformation acting on the nuclear space, converting the Berry potential to
a magnetic force123 (just as one changes from the vector potential A to the magnetic
field B in electrodynamics133). Because gauge transformations of the classical degrees
of freedom are not preserved in a quantum-classical treatment, one might assume that
Berry’s forces cannot be derived by the QCLE.
On the other hand, recent work by Dou et al. derived the electronic friction
tensor starting from the QCLE134 and found the same friction tensor as calculated
by a Berry’s phase calculation with a complex density matrix135,136–suggesting that
Berry’s phase should be derivable from the QCLE. Furthermore, Berry’s phase ef-
fects have already been isolated and studied within the QCLE for real, spin-boson
Hamiltonians137 (where the QCLE is exact). Thus, in this communication, we seek
to tease out the answer to the question: are all of Berry’s phase effects captured by
the QCLE, especially for the case of a complex Hamiltonian? Below, we will show
clearly that, yes, Berry’s phase is derivable from the QCLE through a simple change
of representation, as appropriate in the limit of nearly adiabatic dynamics. We will
also show that, while such Berry’s phase effects are not captured by surface hopping
dynamics, they are captured (at least partially) by Ehrenfest dynamics.
Our conclusions are important for three reasons. First, because the QCLE has
traditionally been regarded as the benchmark for all semiclassical algorithms, the
present findings are very reassuring: we may continue to use the QCLE as the gold
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standard – with real or complex Hamiltonians. There is no need to improve upon the
QCLE in the presence of complex Hamiltonians, and in particular we may rest assured
that the electronic friction tensor as developed in Ref. Ref. 134 already includes all
appropriate Berry’s phase effects. Second, our results should be extremely helpful for
understanding and improving upon mixed quantum classical trajectory techniques.138
Recent work has clearly shown that Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH)
algorithm does not include Berry’s forces139 for the case of imaginary Hamiltonians
(though some Berry’s phase effects can be captured with FSSH for real Hamiltonians
with real conical intersections140). Even though FSSH is already a partial solution
to the QCLE83,84, the failure of surface hopping to recover complex Berry phase
effects sheds light on the approximations made in Refs. Ref. 83 and Ref. 84, and
thus justifies modifying FSSH to better reproduce the QCLE and treat the case of
complex Hamiltonians139. At the same time, we can also infer that all approximations
to the QCLE based around Ehrenfest trajectories141–146 already include Berry phase
effects and need no such modification. Third and finally, the present results highlight
just how Berry phase arises for nuclear motion in the adiabatic limit, starting from a
very general nonadiabatic approach but without needing to discuss closed loops in any
parameter or function space147,148. Our findings confirm that, at least semiclassically,
Berry’s phase effects can be understood in terms of well-understood equations of
motion already present in the chemical physics literature and within all regimes –
from the highly nonadiabatic to the highly adiabatic. With that in mind, we should
also be able to learn exactly when Berry’s phase is appropriate–what terms must be
small in order to take the semiclassical adiabatic limit?
For convenience below, we will use Einstein summation notation. Electronic states




Without loss of generality, consider the case of two electronic states 1 and 2. Ac-
cording to the quantum classical Liouville equation (QCLE)18, to first order in the
electron-nucleus mass ratio (m/M)1/2, the equations of motion for the partial Wigner
















































































. We note that dij = −d∗ji
At this point, we assume that all dynamics are being propagated near the adiabatic
limit, with the population of state 1 close to unity (and only barely changing in time).
Thus, the coherences are nearly stationary and (hopefully) not evolving much as well.
In such a case, we can identify the steady state equation of motion for the coherences











































Thereafter, we change variables from AW12 to B
W
12 ≡ AW12 − ζ. The equations of






























































The equations of motion for the coherences are more involved and given in Ap-
pendix B.1. If we assume that we are in the adiabatic limit moving along adiabat 1,
noting BW12 vanishes in the adiabatic limit, Eq. 3.5 simplifies:
∂
∂t

































which arises as the curl of the Berry connection and which vanishes for a real Hamil-
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tonian. Clearly, the QCLE already includes the effects of Berry phase.
3.3 Discussion: Implications for Semiclassical Dynamics
Having successfully isolated Berry’s phase within the QCLE, let us now discuss the
implications of our findings for mixed quantum classical methods. After all, one can
view semiclassical nonadiabatic dynamics methods as approximations to the QCLE,
and so one must wonder: do the standard semiclassical approaches (surface hopping
and Ehrenfest dynamics) also account for Berry’s phase?
Consider the Hamiltonian that was introduced in Ref. Ref. 139:
H = A
 − cos θ sin θeiφ
sin θe−iφ cos θ
 (3.7)
where θ(x) ≡ π
2
(erf(Bx) + 1), and φ(y) ≡ Wy.
For this Hamiltonian, the adiabatic surfaces are completely flat. For an incoming
wavepacket on surface 2 beginning at x = −∞ and traveling in the +x direction,
the exact solution predicts that the wavepacket should bend upwards. If W is small
enough, the asymptotic momentum of the transmitted wavepacket should be W. This
behavior follows by considering Berry’s force. For the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.7, the















). When W is small
enough, we can assume that P x is roughly constant, and so we may calculate the
final y-direction momentum (at the end of a scattering event) by integrating the









dt = ~W (3.8)
Of course, if W is not small, the result above is invalid; instead, the wavepacket can
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actually split apart and a portion of the wavepacket will reflect – even though the
adiabats are completely flat.
Now, the example above makes very clear (as shown in Ref. Ref. 139) that the
FSSH algorithm does not capture Berry’s phase effects in the case of a complex Hamil-
tonian137. FSSH dictates motion along adiabats and the algorithm will not predict
any bending or reflection; for this reason, in Ref. Ref. 139, we have recommended
augmenting FSSH dynamics with the Berry force ~FB (in Eq. 3.6) in order to better
agree with the QCLE and capture the correct quantum dynamics. Clearly, further
benchmarking of such a corrected FSSH approach will be necessary.
At this point, it is worthwhile to consider the natural alternative to FSSH dy-
namics, namely Ehrenfest dynamics. Does Ehrenfest dynamics correctly account for
Berry’s phase, or does it also require a Berry phase correction? We will now argue
(analytically and numerically) that Ehrenfest dynamics do already include Berry’s
phase; for the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.7, in the limit of nearly adiabatic dynamics,
Ehrenfest trajectories will bend the correct amount. Thus, despite the many failures
of Ehrenfest dynamics (i.e. a lack of branching15, a lack of detailed balance149,150, a
lack of decoherence151–155), a correction for Berry’s phase effects is not needed.
To prove this point, consider the propagation of the wave function during an
















The time evolution of density matrix element (ρjk ≡ cjc∗k) is














Here ω12 ≡ (E1−E2)/~ and the adiabatic limit has been invoked such that trajectories
are moving along surface 2 at all times (ρ22 ≈ 1). Solving the above ODE with initial











For the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.7, one can compute ~d21 =
1
2
(−∂xθ, iW sin θ). Thus, for
the small W case where P x is constant and P y ≈ 0, we can integrate ρ21(t) by parts





= 0 for any order of k assuming that we initially start far


















































is small, the first term will dominate the series, and the average force (as well
as the final momentum) can be calculated as










〈F y〉 (t)dt = ~W (3.14)
From this argument, it is clear that Berry phase effects are already included in Ehren-
fest dynamics (unlike FSSH) and there is no need for any additional corrections.
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Figure 3.1: Transmitted and average y-momentum as a function of initial momentum Pxinit. Left: A = 0.02,
corresponding to diabatic regime; right: A = 0.10, corresponding to adiabatic regime. P yinit = 0. Little reflection is
observed for both cases. While FSSH (with an imposed Berry force) captures the correct trend, it is numerically
outperformed by Ehrenfest dynamics (which naturally accounts for Berry’s phase). Adiabatic dynamics with a
Berry force works only in the adiabatic regime, A = 0.1.
Finally, in order to numerically assess the relative value of Berry-corrected FSSH
and Ehrenfest dynamics, in Fig. 3.1 we plot the transmitted y momentum as a
function of incoming momentum in both the adiabatic and diabatic regimes for the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.7. For this data set, we set W = 5, M = 1000, and B = 3.0, and
as far as FSSH is concerned, we rescale all velocities in the x−direction whenever a
hop occurs. We imagine a particle coming on adiabat 2 from the left. For comparison,
besides Ehrenfest and FSSH, we also plot results for exact dynamics as well as classical
adiabatic dynamics with Berry’s forces. Reflection is rare and not important here. As
one can see from the figure, Ehrenfest outperforms Berry-corrected FSSH in both the
diabatic and adiabatic regimes as far as average momentum, indicating that Ehrenfest
dynamics work better than FSSH even after a Berry-phase correction. Clearly, despite
its many failures15,149–155, Ehrenfest dynamics incorporate Berry’s forces naturally and
work very well for this problem of flat adiabatic surfaces; FSSH captures the correct
trends but has a relatively larger error.
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Lastly, using a Berry force and running purely adiabatic dynamics can be very
accurate in the adiabatic regime, i.e. A = 0.10. That being said, running adiabatic
dynamics with a Berry force is awful in the diabatic regime, i.e. A = 0.02.
3.4 Conclusions
In this communication, we have demonstrated that, even though the QCLE arises
from a cut-off in ~ at order 0 from the Wigner distribution equation of motion, QCLE
dynamics do include Berry’s phase effects (which are of order ~). As such, even though
Berry’s phase effects are not usually137 studied explicitly with the QCLE, if classical
nuclei are sufficient, one can safely study many physical problems with geometric
phase using the well-established QCLE and approximations thereof; of course, the
bigger problem remains how to solve the QCLE in practice. Here, we have shown
that Tully’s surface hopping approximation to the QCLE does not include Berry’s
phase effects (when the Hamiltonian is complex), and we have recently made the
sensible suggestion to simply add in the Berry force (Eq. 3.6)139. At the same time,
we have also shown that Ehrenfest dynamics do contain Berry’s phase and, as such,
no extra force is required.
Looking forward, the keen reader should observe that our model problem here (Eq.
3.7) is an extremely unphysical example whereby one can easily isolate Berry’s phase
effects. For most problems with avoided crossings and conical intersections156, the
adiabatic force difference will not be constant and surface hopping is usually expected
to be a better approximation than Ehrenfest dynamics at recovering long time dy-
namics (e.g. populations during electron transfer dynamics82). Further research will
need to assess whether FSSH can still be improved and how to incorporate decoher-
ence5,27,154,157–164,164,165 within a Berry-force modified algorithm. Another important
question is how to choose a momentum rescaling direction for surface hopping; here,
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for the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.7, we simply chose x as the rescaling direction but for
a more general Hamiltonian, a better ansatz is needed. Unfortunately, preliminary
evidence suggests that the algorithms in Ref. Ref. 139 are not yet optimal; perhaps
the different form of the QCLE (as present in Eqs. 3.5 and B.24) will be useful for
future derivations. At the very least, the equations should yield insight into exactly
when one can make the adiabatic approximation and ignore B12.
Finally and most importantly, now that we know that Berry’s phase dynamical
effects are already included within the QCLE, this communication raises the dis-
tinct possibility of using the QCLE (and approximations thereof) to study coupled
nuclear-electronic motion on the surfaces of topological materials, where the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian is complex and electronic Berry’s phase effects are already known
to be of crucial importance166. One must wonder if one will learn something new
about nonadiabatic dynamics in such a context.
3.5 Supplementary Material
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CHAPTER 4
Revisiting the Recoherence Problem in the Fewest Switches Surface
Hopping Algorithm
This chapter is adapted from J. Phys. Chem. A. 123, 5428 - 5435 (2019).
4.1 Introduction
As proposed by Tully in 1990,15 the fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) algo-
rithm has been widely applied to simulate a host of different experimentally relevant
phenomena,4,6,28,57–60,70,167,168 that all fall under the title nonadiabatic dynamics – dy-
namics where the nuclear motion and electronic motion is highly entangled and the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. The success of the FSSH semiclas-
sical algorithm arises primarily from FSSH’s practical ability to achieve reasonable
accurate results63–65 with only a minimal cost to implement.15,66,67 And yet, despite its
advantages, FSSH has several well-known shortcomings. For instance, standard FSSH
fails to correctly treat the separation of one wave packet into two wave packets that
separate one from the other – this is the well known the decoherence problem. The
decoherence problem has been investigated by many researchers over the past three
decades (going back to Rossky5,20,68, Truhlar24–26 and Hammes-Schiffer21,70), and the
signatures of decoherence failures are spurious resonances arising when fictitious wave
packets recombine22,28,169. Today, the decoherence anomalies can be largely fixed by
some modified versions of the FSSH algorithm,5,20–27 and the decoherence problem
can be tied back to a rigorous QCLE.83,84
Now, apart from the decoherence problem, FSSH also suffers from the so-called
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“recoherence” problem for surface hopping: FSSH is unable to successfully simulate
the merging of two well separated wave packets that come together at a crossing.
While such a surreptitious event may seem unlikely when simulating photochemi-
cal branching following a pulse of light, the recoherence problem clearly becomes
relevant when simulating dipole-dipole correlation functions for spectroscopy: one
must initialize simulations with coherences which oscillate between ground and ex-
cited states, and then propagate such coherences. It is well known in the literature
that, when propagating coherences, Ehrenfest dynamics often does better than sur-
face hopping170,171, though the exact reasoning behind this statement is not always
clear. As far as the recoherence problem is concerned, the physics underlying the
surface hopping dynamics is not very clear: when is recoherence a problem? What
are the signature of recoherence? What are the exact failures? These diagnostic and
fundamental questions have not been fully explained.28,29
In this paper, our goal is to revisit these specific FSSH recoherence problems.
Using two simple 1-D scattering models, we will show that the key FSSH failure is
the inability to predict the correct momenta (and not electronic populations) when
two wave packets recombine at a region of nonadiabatic coupling. We will also show
that this recoherence failure cannot be corrected with any simple phase correction172,
but is rather a fundamental limitation of Tully’s ansatz of non-interacting trajectories
(with Markovian dynamics and too much hopping back and forth between surfaces).
Thus, in the end, this manuscript can be used understand both when and why sur-
face hopping fails, and perhaps our conclusions here will lead to improved stochastic
nonadiabatic dynamics protocols in the future.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 4.2, we review the two basic semi-
classical algorithms (FSSH and Ehrenfest). In Sec. 4.3, we introduce two model
problems and present results for the different algorithms, isolating the signatures of
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recoherence. In Sec. 4.4, we interpret the FSSH results in terms of a “ truly minimal
hoping” ansatz (in the spirit of Landau-Zener theory) whereby the recoherence prob-
lem can be reduced to a tractable problem – even though such an approach is not
easily compatible within the FSSH framework. In Sec. 4.5, we conclude and outline
future directions.
4.2 Methods
For the purposes of this paper, we need to investigate only the two most basic semi-
classical algorithms: (i) the FSSH algorithm and (ii) the Ehrenfest algorithm. For
both approaches, a swarm of trajectories is initialized with a predetermined position
and momentum distribution. Below, we will need to perform simulations where the
initial state is a superposition of nuclear wave packets on different adiabats. Because
this initialization requirement is not common for most FSSH simulations, a few words
of introduction and review are now appropriate. To keep our notation as simple as
possible and avoid multiple indices, we will assume that all dynamics are in 1-D. For
a more complete description, many references are available.42,60,66
4.2.1 The Standard FSSH Algorithm
For FSSH simulations, each trajectory is assigned a set of predetermined quantum
amplitudes (c0, c1, ..., cN−1)
T , which are the coordinates of the electronic wave function
in the basis of adiabatic states {|φ0〉 , |φ1〉 , ..., |φN−1〉}: |ψel〉 =
∑
i ci |φi〉. A single
trajectory with these coefficients is assigned to one adiabatic surface {0, 1, ..., N −
1} with probability {|c20, |c1|2, ..., |cN−1|2}, respectively. This initialization scheme is
consistent with quasi-derivations of the FSSH algorithm starting with the quantum
classical Liouville equation (QCLE).83,84
After initialization, according to FSSH, each trajectory is propagated along its
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active adiabatic surface (which is denoted as j). The nucleus with position x and
momentum p evolves according to the Newton’s laws; the electronic wave function is















Here Ej(x) is the trajectory’s current active adiabatic surface. At each time step,
each trajectory can switch from its current active adiabatic surface j to a different





Here ρjk ≡ cjc∗k is a density matrix element.
When a hop between two adiabats occurs, each trajectory must adjust its mo-
mentum to comply with energy conservation. In the cases where energy conservation
is not possible (i.e. a trajectory does not have enough kinetic energy), the attempted
hop is frustrated and the trajectory continues to move along its original adiabatic
surface. In general, velocity reversal is needed if the forces on different adiabats are
in opposite directions during a frustrated hop;173 luckily, this nuance about velocity
reversal will not be important here as we will work with large enough momentum
such that reflection is not important.
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The phase corrected FSSH
It is well known that the FSSH algorithm can fail when trajectories go through multi-
ple crossings, wave packets separate, and decoherence is important (though neglected
by Tully’s original algorithm).20,21,28 While this failure can largely be fixed with de-
coherence corrections, FSSH still cannot treat coherent passage of one trajectory
through multiple avoided crossings.
In order to treat such a case, Shenvi et al proposed modifying the propagation
of the electronic wave function within FSSH.172 The resulting phase corrected FSSH
takes into account the fact that, as trajectories are propagated on different adiabats
with different effective velocities, a phase difference accumulates and the wave packets
spread apart, neither of which is treated correctly by standard FSSH. According to
phase corrected FSSH, one can isolate the relative electronic phase at the position of

















Here pk is the momentum on adiabat k, which in the 1-D case is
pk = sgn(p)
√
p2 + 2m[Ej(x)− Ek(x)] (4.4)
If p2 + 2m[Ej(x)− Ek(x)] < 0, pk is assigned to be 0.
For 1-D model problems, Ref. 172 and Ref. 174 show that phase corrected FSSH
can strongly outperform standard FSSH as far as capturing electronic populations (see
Figs. 2 and 4 in Ref. 172 for trajectories going through multiple avoided crossings).
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In this paper we will investigate how phase corrected FSSH performs as far as nuclear
observables.
4.2.2 The Ehrenfest Algorithm
Besides FSSH, the other standard semiclassical algorithm is Ehrenfest dynamics. Ac-
cording to Ehrenfest dynamics, each trajectory is propagated along an average force
(rather than along the force from a single adiabatic surface). This average force is 1



















Because the Ehrenfest algorithm cannot easily predict observables in a state-refined
fashion (e.g. one cannot access the nuclear momentum of one wave packet on one
electronic adiabat), below we will investigate only average Ehrenfest observables.
1Note in Eq. 4.5, 〈ψk|∂xH|ψj〉 is different from ∂xHkj = ∂x 〈ψk|H|ψj〉.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Model 1: Flat Adiabat with One Avoided Crossing
To begin our analysis, we first investigate a 1-D model with the following Hamiltonian:
H = A
− cos θ(x) sin θ(x)






Here A andB are parameters (defined below) and we will investigate multiple values of
A to sample the adiabatic and nonadiabatic limits. The adiabatic surfaces associated
with this Hamiltonian are flat, with an avoided crossing located at x = 0. A schematic
plot for the energy surfaces of this Hamiltonian is shown in Fig. 4.1.




















Figure 4.1: The energy surfaces for the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.7. Here A = 0.10, B = 3.0. The solid lines are
adiabatic surfaces. The dashed lines are diabatic surfaces. The dotted line is the derivative coupling d01. The initial
Gaussian wave packets are plotted schematically with xinit = −3.0, c0 = 0.6, c1 = 0.8, and σ = 1.0
At the beginning of the simulation, Gaussian wave packets are initialized on both
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Here σ is the spread of the initial wave packet over real space; xinit and pinit are the
initial position and momentum, respectively; c0 and c1 are initialized as positive, real
numbers, with c20 + c
2
1 = 1. For exact (reference) quantum dynamics, we propagate
the wave packets in Eq. 4.8 with the Schrödinger equation using the fast Fourier
transform technique.98 For semiclassical dynamics, 104 trajectories are sampled from
the Wigner distribution corresponding to Eq. 4.8; these trajectories are propagated
with either FSSH or Ehrenfest dynamics as described in Sec. 4.2.
The scattering results for Model 1 are presented in Figs. 4.2 - 4.4. In Fig. 4.2, we
set the initial position to be xinit = −3.0, and we prepare the initial electronic state
with c21 = 1 (i.e. on the excited state) and scan over different pinit. We plot the final
population on adiabat 0 and momentum on both adiabats as a function of pinit. For
all initial momenta, both standard FSSH and phase corrected FSSH recover the exact
population and momentum quantitatively. Although not shown, Ehrenfest dynamics
are equally accurate.
Next, in Figs. 4.3 - 4.4, we fix the initial momentum pinit = 30.0 and scan over
different c21. At the end of the simulation, we calculate both the average population on
the lower adiabatic surface and the momentum on each adiabatic surface as function
of c21; this data is plotted in Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.4, we plot the average momentum over
all trajectories and all surfaces. As shown in Fig. 4.3, while FSSH correctly recovers
the exact electronic populations for different A, the FSSH momentum results are
erroneous for the case A = 0.10. Phase corrected FSSH results are almost the same
as the FSSH results. In Fig. 4.4, again, FSSH momentum results disagree with the
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Figure 4.2: Results for Model 1. Left: Population distribution on the adiabatic surfaces after scattering as a
function of initial momentum, pinit. Right: The momentum on the adiabatic surfaces as a function of pinit. Initially
we set c21 = 1. Both FSSH algorithms perform very well here (as does Ehrenfest, not shown).
FSSH as far as momentum and do approximately recover both the correct population
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Figure 4.3: Results for Model 1. Left: The population distribution on each adiabatic surface after scattering as a
function of the initial superposition factor, c21. Right: The momentum on each adiabatic surface as a function of c
2
1.
The initial momentum is pinit = 30. Note that FSSH always performs well for electronic population, but the
momentum is incorrect when starting with c21 ∈ (0, 1), i.e. a superposition of adiabats.
4.3.2 Model 2: Flat Adiabat with Two Avoided Crossings
For our second Hamiltonian, we investigate a slightly more complex model with two
avoided crossings:
H = A
− cos θ(x) sin θ(x)




(erf(B(x− C))− erf(B(x+ C)))
(4.9)



















Figure 4.4: Results for Model 1. The average momentum over all trajectories as a function of c21 for the model
Hamiltonian in Fig. 4.1. The initial momentum is pinit = 30. Intriguingly, Ehrenfest dynamics strongly outperforms
FSSH for the case A = 0.10. For this problem , the phase correction does not yield a meaningful correction to FSSH.
parameter C, as the Hamiltonian has two avoided crossings located at x = −C and
x = C, respectively. A schematic plot is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Results for observables are plotted in Figs. 4.6 - 4.8. Here xinit = −8.0. In Fig.
4.6, just as in Fig. 4.2, we scan over initial momentum for dynamics initialized on the
excited state (here we also show the results of Ehrenfest dynamics). Unlike the case of
Model 1, we now find that, due to the accumulated phase difference between two wave
packets on different surfaces, standard FSSH cannot recover the correct electronic
populations. Note that this failure of FSSH on the electronic population in itself is
reasonably well-known. In the context of Tully’s model #2, several research groups
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Figure 4.5: The energy surfaces for Model 2 (i.e. the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.9). Here A = 0.10, B = 3.0, C = 3.0.
The solid lines are the adiabatic surfaces. The dashed lines are the diabatic surfaces. The dotted line is the
derivative coupling d01. The initial Gaussian wave packets are plotted schematically with xinit = −8.0, c0 = 0.6,
c1 = 0.8, and σ = 1.0.
have shown that FSSH fails for low momentum when there are multiple crossing
points.15,172 That being said, as predicted by Shenvi et al,172 the phase corrected FSSH
can yield excellent agreement with the exact results for population and momentum;
phase corrected FSSH strongly outperforms both standard FSSH as well as Ehrenfest
dynamics. Altogether, Fig. 4.6 might lead one to believe that the phase problem can
be largely eliminated using a phase correction.
However, as can been seen in Fig. 4.7, when the system is initialized with a
superposition state, the phase correction in Eq. 4.3 clearly cannot fully fix all of
the FSSH errors. Whereas phase corrected FSSH can successfully recover the correct
electronic population just in Fig. 4.3, the algorithm still fails to predict the correct
momentum. Thus, while the phase correction of Ref. Ref. 172 is important, there is
clearly a deeper recoherence problem within FSSH that Ref. Ref. 172 simply cannot
fix.
Finally, in Fig. 4.8, we plot average results again (just as in Fig. 4.4). We find
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that Ehrenfest dynamics now produces a large error in momentum when A is large
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Figure 4.6: Same as Fig. 4.2, but now for Model 2. Left: Population distribution on adiabatic surfaces after
scattering as a function of initial momentum, pinit. Here, we include Ehrenfest data as well. Right: The momentum
on adiabatic surfaces as a function of pinit. Initially c
2
1 = 1. Note that phase-corrected FSSH can recover the correct
electronic population, whereas standard FSSH and Ehrenfest dynamics both fail. Both FSSH and phase corrected
FSSH are able to capture the correct momentum on each adiabatic surface.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Time Locality and the Minimum Hop Assumption
Based on the results above, we can clearly see the failure of FSSH: When A is large
(in Eq. 4.7 or Eq. 4.9), the FSSH algorithm cannot predict the correct momentum
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 4.3, but now for Model 2. Left: Population distribution on adiabatic surfaces after
scattering as a function of initial superposition factor, c21. Right: The momentum on adiabatic surfaces as a function
of c21. The initial momentum is pinit = 30. Note that, as in Fig. 4.6, phase corrected FSSH strongly outperforms
standard FSSH for electronic populations. Nevertheless, neither algorithm can recover the correct momentum
distribution when c21 6= 1, 0, i.e. when one initializes dynamics on a superposition state. The accuracy of Ehrenfest
dynamics as far as electronic population lies in between standard FSSH and phase corrected FSSH.
when the initial state is on a single adiabat, as found in the edges of Figs. 4.3 and
4.7 (i.e., c21 = 0 or c
2
1 = 1). However, for both models, as the initial c
2
1 is tuned from 0
to 1, the momentum predicted by FSSH changes linearly, which disagrees with exact
quantum dynamics. The phase corrected version of FSSH172 cannot solve this prob-
lem: phase correction leads to accurate electronic populations, but the momentum is
still wrong. Apparently, the root of the problem is the well-known fact that FSSH
cannot fully capture the recoherence: when two wave packets moving along different



















Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.4, but now for Model 2. The average momentum over all trajectories as a function of c21.
Initial momentum is pinit = 30. Note that, for this case, Ehrenfest dynamics again outperforms FSSH (but the
differences are now much smaller than in Fig. 4.4).
should interfere exactly. And thus, several questions inevitably arise: when exactly is
recoherence a problem for FSSH? Why does FSSH perform poorly for A = 0.10 (i.e.
closer to the adiabatic limit) but not for A = 0.02 and A = 0.05 (i.e. closer to the
nonadiabatic limit)?
To investigate this issue further, we list the hopping statistics for Model 1 FSSH
in Table 4.1. As shown in the table, the percentage of multiple-hop (Nhop > 1) tra-
jectories increases when A is tuned from 0.02 to 0.10. The relatively large percentage
of multiple-hop trajectories in the case of A = 0.10 indicates that whenever a single
trajectory hops multiple times, FSSH tends to predict erroneous momentum distri-
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butions: the multiple hops disturb the phase accumulated between wave packets on
different adiabats.
Table 4.1: Hopping statistics for trajectories with FSSH dynamics (Model 1).
Initial condition: pxinit = 30. Note that, when A increases, the probability for
multiple hopping events increases.
c21 A Nhop = 0 Nhop = 1 Nhop > 1
1 0.02 8.46% 90.23% 1.31%
1 0.05 37.77% 52.64% 9.59%
1 0.10 75.10% 10.91% 13.99%
0.5 0.02 37.25% 45.12% 17.63%
0.5 0.05 33.25% 48.98% 17.77%
0.5 0.10 31.86% 44.21% 23.93%
In a sense, we appear to have found something ironic: FSSH has too many hops
back and forth, and cannot be considered a “truly fewest switches” dynamics protocol.
And given the data in Table 4.1, we are led to believe that, in order for FSSH to recover
the correct momentum results, we should seek a different algorithm with a truly
minimal hopping rate, whereby each scattering trajectory can hop at most once. For
such trajectories, when applied to the flat adiabats in Model 1 and 2, trajectories that
do not hop will keep their initial velocities, while trajectories that hop exactly once
will carry velocities that are adjusted only when these trajectories switch adiabats.
The crucial question is then: what should we choose for these hopping probabilities
if we must go beyond FSSH? While such hopping probabilities may not be feasible if
we restrict ourselves to independent trajectories, let us assume we have access to all
of the FSSH data: that is, we assume that trajectories are no longer independent –
they talk to each other and a hopping event for a single trajectory is decided by data
from all trajectories.
To calculate the average momentum on each adiabat, we will separately treat the
two distinct groups of trajectories (hopping and non-hopping): If the initial state
is prepared with ninitj population on adiabat j, for trajectories initialized on active
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adiabat state j, we denote the probability of hopping to adiabat k as Pj→k. For those
same trajectories we denote the average momentum as 〈pj→k〉. With these definitions,











In practice, for our simulations of model Hamiltonians (Eqs. 4.7 and 4.9), Pj→k
and 〈pj→k〉 can be approximated by inspecting results where trajectories are initially






〈pj→k〉 ≈ 〈pk〉|ninitj =1
(4.11)
The results of the approximations in Eq. 4.11 are plotted in Fig. 4.9. Our
predicted results are in excellent agreement with the exact results, suggesting that
a non-local “truly minimal hopping” approximation without any multiple hops can
indeed fix the erroneous FSSH momentum distributions Figs. 4.3 and 4.7 as resulting
from the recoherence problem.
4.5 Conclusion
To summarize, we have revisited the FSSH algorithm for two model systems where
recoherence problems can emerge. We conclude that, when recoherence is important,
FSSH cannot capture either the correct population or the momentum distribution.
Adding a phase correction does improve the accuracy of FSSH as far as the electronic
population, but momenta are still inaccurate. The root of the problem is that, because
FSSH trajectories are propagated independently using only time-local information,


































FSSH phase-corr adiabat 0
FSSH phase-corr adiabat 1
min hop adiabat 0
min hop adiabat 1








Figure 4.9: The momentum on the adiabatic surfaces as a function of c21. Left: Model 1. Right: Model 2. The global
minimum hop assumption (Eq. 4.10) correctly predicts the momentum distribution, especially for the case of large
A.
problems we investigate here, the nonlocal minimal hopping assumption works much
better as far as momentum distributions – and yet this model is apparently time
non-local and requires interaction between different trajectories. Thus, implementing
such a truly, globally minimal hopping ansatz would be very hard (if not impossible)
within the context of ab initio modeling.
Looking forward, there are three options. First, one can just accept that FSSH
has limitations, work within the confines of those limitations for practical calculations
and, when possible, work with more rigorous dynamical approaches. Second, if one
doesn’t care about branching, one can employ Ehrenfest dynamics which outperform
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FSSH as far as calculating average observables after recoherence. However, note that,
for many experiments in photochemistry and/or at surfaces, the adiabatic forces for
different electronic states will be large and will lead to wave packets separating (i.e.
branching), and so Ehrenfest dynamics will fail. In the present draft, of course, we
have focused exclusively on the case of particles with large initial velocities, where
branching is not important, but in general, running reliable Ehrenfest dynamics must
inevitably require either introducing decoherence and branching24,25,27,151,175 or po-
tentially using clever tricks to include zero point energy and bin the results.176–178
Third, one can wonder if there is still room for FSSH improvement: can one further
minimize hopping probabilities? From our perspective, working with interacting tra-
jectories is computationally impossible for high dimensional systems, and so the more
precise question that must be posed is this: can one improve upon FSSH and reduce
the number of hops in a stable fashion by using time non-local dynamics (perhaps
in the spirit of Truhlar’s time-uncertainty FSSH102 or ab initio multiple spawning
(AIMS) trajectories that have some memory109,110)? Only time will tell.
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CHAPTER 5
A Comparison of Surface Hopping Approaches for Capturing
Metal-Molecule Electron Transfer: a Broadened Classical Master
Equation versus Independent Electron Surface Hopping
This chapter is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 150, 041711 (2019).
5.1 Introduction
The dynamics of a molecule near a metal surface can be of a highly non-adiabatic na-
ture31,32,34,35,179–181, and modeling these dynamics theoretically is still a challenge33,43,182–184.
For a realistic calculation, a fully quantum mechanical approach is computationally
prohibitive, and master equation and semiclassical approaches are natural38,45,46,54,185–187.
To that end, in recent years, several flavors of surface hopping dynamics have been
proposed, including (i) independent electron surface hopping (IESH)54 and (ii) a
broadened classical master equation (BCME)185.
Let us now review these two dynamics algorithms in more details. First, for
the last ten years, Tully’s IESH generalization of the fewest switch surface hopping
(FSSH) algorithm15 has been one of the most successful algorithms for simulating
gas-metal scattering dynamics42,43,55,188. The algorithm discretizes a metal bath and
works effectively with a closed, but large, electronic system, and particles are propa-
gated along adiabatic surfaces. So far, IESH has explained some features of Wodtke’s
NO-Au scattering experiment30–33,36 fairly well. In particular, IESH has been able to
predict accurate trapping probabilities, the rotational energies of scattered molecules,
and reasonable vibrational relaxations42; however, it has been reported that the
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agreement between IESH theory and Wodtke’s experiment can break down when
gas molecules approach surfaces with high incidence energy43, and it still remains
unclear exactly when IESH is reliable.
Second, let us turn to the BCME approach, which is a very new and different
flavor of surface hopping which has not yet been fully tested on molecule-metal sys-
tems44,185,189. The algorithm is based around extrapolating a simple surface hopping
master equation whereby one can model strong molecule-metal couplings without dis-
cretizing a metal. Instead, the BCME approach approximates open system quantum
dynamics in such a way that the effect of a metal surface on a nearby molecule can
be incorporated with a hybridization function. The cost of the algorithm is trivial,
and so far BCME has been able to predict accurate results for several model sys-
tems56,190,191. Nevertheless, the BCME approach has not been applied for a large real
system; this work is ongoing in our laboratory.
With this background in mind, the goal of this article is to compare these two
surface hopping algorithms (IESH vs BCME) and to assess their relative strengths
and weaknesses. Of course, it can be difficult to assess semiclassical ansatzes without
fully quantum, exact benchmark calculations, and so the primary test of the methods
here will be to see if IESH recovers the Marcus theory of electron transfer (ET)
in the high temperature limit; BCME has already been validated for the Marcus
problem190. We will also investigate whether IESH recovers the correct equilibrium
state. To our knowledge, no one has yet thoroughly compared IESH dynamics against
Marcus theory for an Anderson-Holstein (AH) model180,192–195.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 5.2 we briefly discuss the AH model,
before reviewing both BCME and IESH dynamics. In Sec. 5.3 we offer simulation
details and show numerical results, comparing the surface hopping algorithms. In
Sec. 5.4, we discuss further improvements possible for the surface hopping methods.
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We conclude in Sec. 5.5.
5.1.1 Notations
The notation used in this paper is as follows. We use x and p to denote coordinate
and momentum respectively for a single nuclear degree of freedom. Electron orbitals
are denoted by normal characters (e.g. ψ) while many-electron states are denoted by
bold characters (e.g. Ψ).
5.2 Background: Hamiltonian and Methods
5.2.1 Generalized Anderson-Holstein (AH) Model
Consider an impurity site (with creation and annihilation operators d, d†) near a bath
(with creation and annihilation operators ck, c
†
k). For such a problem, a generalized



















Here, x denotes a nuclear degree of freedom that modulates the energy of the impurity
site. We define U0(x) and U1(x) as the potential energy surfaces when the molecule
is neutral or negative charged, respectively, and h(x) is defined as U1(x) − U0(x).
The bandwidth is 2W . Vk(x) denotes the coupling between the impurity site and the
bath orbitals with labeled by k. The Fermi level of the bath is assumed to be zero
throughout this paper.





















The discretized orbitals are labeled by n = 0, 1, ...,M . Very often it is helpful to





n (x)δ(E − εn). Here and below, we will apply the wide band
approximation (WBA) and Condon approximation, so that we assume Γ is a constant
everywhere and independent of energy.
5.2.2 Classical Master Equation (CME)
To derive the BCME, it is helpful to first consider the CME algorithm, which arises
from perturbation theory in the molecule-metal coupling. For these dynamics, a
trajectory is propagated with a fixed charge along a diabatic surface (either U0(x) or
U1(x)). At each time step, there is a finite probability to hop to another surface, i.e.
change charge state. The classical master equations can be expressed as follows44
∂tP0(x, p, t) = −
p
m







(1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
∂tP1(x, p, t) = −
p
m







(1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
(5.3)
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Here P0(x, p, t) and P1(x, p, t) are probability densities for the related nuclear degree
of freedom to be located at phase point (x, p) at time t in electronic states |0〉 and
|1〉, respectively. f(x) is the Fermi function. The CME (Eq. 5.3) is derived by (i)




5.2.3 Electronic Friction (EF): Unbroadened and Broadened Flavors
The polar opposite of CME dynamics is the model of electronic friction45–52. Elec-
tronic friction dynamics wrap up all non-adiabatic effects into a friction term and
trajectories are propagated subject to this electronic friction (as well as any addi-
tional external nuclear friction). Although EF dynamics are distinctly not a flavor
of surface hopping, they are important because they should be valid when surface
hopping becomes invalid (i.e. the limit of large Γ).
To derive an unbroadened flavor of EF dynamics in the limit that Γ is not too
large, we consider Eq. 5.3 and define two new probability densities
PA(x, p, t) ≡ P0(x, p, t) + P1(x, p, t)
PB(x, p, t) ≡ f(h(x))P0(x, p, t)− (1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
(5.4)
For large enough Γ, the population on the two diabats will reach local equilibrium
quickly, such that PB(x, p, t) will be small and change slowly. For this case, a Fokker
Plank (FP) equation for PA(x, p, t) can be derived
44:
∂tPA(x, p, t) = −
P
m
∂xPA(x, p, t) + ∂xU
adiab




∂p(pPA(x, p, t)) + γekT∂
2
t PA(x, p, t)
(5.5)
When calculating PA(x, p, t) with trajectories, particles are propagated along an “adi-
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abatic” surface:














Now, Eq. 5.5 - 5.7 are not the most general electronic friction model; after all, this
equation was derived after first assuming small Γ and then assuming large Γ! Thus
this equation cannot describe the case of very large Γ, where an impurity can hybridize
with a metal surface, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as “broadening”. In such
a case, if h(x) is the impurity’s energy, the correct population is not just f(h(x)),
but rather a broadened population that incorporate hybridization. The correctly
broadened “adiabatic” surface can be found by performing a projection akin to Eq.
5.3, but starting with the quantum-classical Liouville equation (QCLE)18,19,48,84,196,197
instead of the CME. The result is185,189










Here A(E, h(x)) is the spectral function
A(E, h(x)) ≡ Γ
(E − h(x))2 + (Γ/2)2 (5.10)
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Furthermore, according to the QCLE (and many other approaches47,51,52,134,198), the
correct electronic friction term is not given by Eq. 5.7, but rather also involves the









Eq. 5.11 reduces to Eq. 5.7 in the limit that Γ→ 0.
5.2.4 Broadened Classical Master Equation (BCME)
We may now briefly review BCME dynamics. The BCME is an extension of the CME
to cases with large molecule-metal coupling, where we can no longer assume kT  Γ.
To incorporate broadening effects, we artificially manipulate the diabatic surfaces
U0(x) and U1(x) such that trajectories are effectively propagated along the broadened
adiabats Uadiabb in Eq. 5.8. In order to achieve this replacement, a straightforward
scheme is to modify the diabatic surfaces185,189:








∆FBCME(x) = −∂xh(x)[n(h(x))− f(h(x))]
(5.12)
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As a result, the BCME dynamics are defined as follows:
∂tP0(x, p, t) = −
p
m











(1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
∂tP1(x, p, t) = −
p
m











(1− f(h(x)))P1(x, p, t)
(5.13)
Now, note that if we consider Eq. 5.13 and project out the total population (as
in Eq. 5.3), we will necessarily recover friction in Eq. 5.7 (rather than Eq. 5.11).
Thus, in the limit of large Γ Eq. 5.13 is not exactly equivalent to EF. To correct
this feature, one simple approach is to increase BCME friction so that every BCME
trajectory experiences an extra damping γe,b(x) − γe(x). Obviously, this factor is
applied if and only if γe(x) < γe,b(x). Thus, if there is an additional external source
of friction γext, the final BCME friction becomes
γBCME(x) = γext + γe,b(x)− γe(x) (5.14)
This concludes our discussion of the BCME.
5.2.5 Independent Electrons Surface Hopping (IESH)
Apart from the surface hopping algorithms mentioned above, the most well-established
surface hopping protocol for modeling dynamics at a metal surface is Shenvi and
Tully’s IESH model. IESH is a generalization of the fewest switch surface hopping
(FSSH)15 algorithm systems with many electrons. We will now briefly review the
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IESH approach.



















If we diagonalize Hel in Eq. 5.15, we obtain a one-electron orbital basis {φj} so that










where b†j and bj are creation and annihilation operators for φj, respectively. The
electronic eigenstates can then be expressed as Slater determinants |j〉 = |j1, . . . , jNe〉,
where j ≡ (j1, ..., jNe) is a vector of indices denoting occupied orbitals.
Now, the basic ansatz of IESH is to propagate this electronic wave function |Ψ〉
according to Hel, while Hel is changing because of nuclear motion. At t = 0, |Ψ〉
is initialized by a specific set of orbitals |j〉. Because Hel is an electronic Hamilto-
nian without electron-electron interactions, it follows that the wave function always
remains a Slater determinant |Ψ(t)〉 = |ψ1(t)ψ2(t) . . . ψNe(t)〉.
As for the nuclei, all nuclear motion is propagated along the adiabatic potential
energy surface (PES) labelled by j, with energy:




To take non-adiabatic affects into account, IESH allows surface hops between different
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For a hop to occur, the state |k〉 can differ from state |j〉 by only one orbital at a time,
i.e. |k〉 = |k1...ki−1kiki+1...kNe〉 and |j〉 = |j1...ji−1jiji+1...jNe〉 = |k1...ki−1jiki+1...kNe〉.
The derivative coupling in Eq. 5.18 is defined as ξkj ≡ 〈φki |∂xφji〉, and Ajk is defined
as54
Ajk = 〈j|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|k〉 (5.19)
For a given k, 〈k|Ψ〉 can be evaluated as the determinant of the overlap matrix S





Similar to FSSH, IESH imposes a momentum adjustment to enforce energy conser-
vation when a hop takes place, and an upward hop is frustrated if a particle cannot
provide sufficient kinetic energy for the adjustment.
Lastly, after we have propagated trajectories, if we want to evaluate the impurity






One disadvantage of the IESH algorithm described above is that one does not impose
a Fermi level for the metal. Instead, the Fermi level charactering a metal is enforced
only by the number of electrons included, and effectively one usually assumes zero
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temperature. Alternatively, one can define a temperature through an ensemble of
different IESH initial conditions. In either case, one cannot use IESH to model
conduction between two metals with different Fermi levels. Furthermore, without
a huge bath of orbitals, the simulation may not be reliable for long times (since
there is no external relaxation imposed and detailed balance is not assured). To
partly address these issues, Shenvi and Tully have suggested adding an electronic
thermostat55. With an electronic thermostat, at every time step, with a probability
of ∆t/τ (where τ is the average time scale of the thermostat), one attempts to hop
from an occupied orbital i to an empty orbital a; i and a are picked randomly. If
energy λa < λi, the attempt is accepted immediately; if λa > λi then the attempt is
accepted with a probability of e−(λa−λi)/kT .
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Simulation Details








mω2(x− g)2 + ∆Go
(5.22)
The parameters used for our model are (units: a.u.): m = 2000, ω = 2.0 × 10−4,
g = 20.6097, ∆Go = −3.8 × 10−3, kT = 9.5 × 10−4. The parameters are chosen
according to Ref. Ref. 190. The corresponding surfaces are plotted in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The original and broadened energy surfaces used in this paper. U0 and U1 are the original diabatic
surfaces (see Eq. 5.22); Ub0 and U
b
1 are the broadened diabatic surfaces with Γ = 1.6× 10−3 (see Eq. 5.12).
For a small Γ, the standard Marcus rate can be evaluated as190,200





















Here the reorganization energy is Er ≡ mω2g2/2.
To investigate the dynamics and perform time evolution, we first initialize trajec-
tories at thermal equilibrium in the U0 well. Unless noted otherwise, the electronic
orbitals of the metal are prepared at zero temperature (i.e. the lowest orbitals are
always occupied). After that, we propagate these trajectories using either BCME,
CME, EF or IESH dynamics. For the propagation, we use the velocity verlet integra-
tor for the nuclear DoF and the RK4 integrator for the electronic DoF. All trajectories
are subject to an external nuclear friction γext = 2mω.
1 Finally, electron transfer
1A real metal consists of many atoms that are non-static. To approximate the phononic couplings
between a metal and a molecule, an external nuclear friction on the molecule can be applied. Here,
in order to use this Marcus rate as a reference, we choose the critical damping limit γext = 2mω.
Otherwise, for example, if we were to choose a over-damped nuclear friction, we would need to
benchmark against the Zusman’s rate201.
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rates are evaluated by fitting the time evolution of the impurity population to the
function Ae−kt + B. Some of our simulations have been implemented on our own
cluster and some have been carried out on the XSEDE supercomputer202. For IESH,
the number of electron Ne is set to be M/2, and the lowest Ne orbitals in the band are
occupied at t = 0. To satisfy the Condon approximation, we let Vn be independent
of x. Furthermore, to satisfy the wide band approximation, we choose Vn such that
Γ(εn) = 2πV
2






Here the density of one electron states is ρ = M/2W .
5.3.2 Dynamics for different combinations of W and M





function of time as predicted by both IESH and BCME. Given our intent to explore
Marcus theory and the wide band limit, different combinations of bandwidth (2W )
and bath orbital number (M) are investigated. We observe that one must be very
careful when extrapolating IESH results to the wide band limit: (i) For a given Γ and
bandwidth, IESH converges as M increases (but not usually to the wide band limit
value). (ii) For a given Γ and density of one electron states M/2W , IESH converges
as W increases (but again not necessarily to the wide band limit). (iii) For large
enough W and large enough M/2W , IESH results converge to BCME results and
recover the long time equilibrium both for large Γ and small Γ.
Of course, including a large number of one electron states is computationally
demanding and we would prefer a very efficient means to obtain a converged result.
As Fig. 5.2 shows, however, there is no obvious means to obtain such convergence of
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IESH beyond brute force, i.e. increasing both W and M/2W (see Appendix C.1 for
more details). Nevertheless, from these observations, we conclude that IESH results
should reduce to well-known physical results for a wide enough electronic bandwidth
and dense enough set of electronic states.




) for BCME and IESH as a
function of time. IESH results are calculated with different combinations of W (bandwidth parameter) and M
(number of bath states). We report results as IESH(2W,M). See Sec. 5.2.1 for details. For a given bandwidth,
IESH dynamics converge as M increases but these results are not usually in the wide band limit value. If the density
of one electron states is large enough, IESH dynamics can be extrapolated to the wide band limit by increasing W .
Smaller values of Γ require more states (i.e. larger M) for convergence. In general, for a large enough bandwidth
and large enough density of one electron states, IESH results closely recover the BCME rates and equilibrium
populations, especially for small Γ.
5.3.3 Relaxation Rates
Next, in Fig. 5.3, we fit all dynamics to Ae−kt + B and plot relaxation rates as a
function of coupling strength (see Table 5.1 for exact parameters) 2. For comparison,
2Because of the large computational cost, for the case Γ = 1.0×10−4 case, we set W = 200Γ,M =
200 for standard IESH dynamics. Furthermore, for this same Γ, when we apply an electronic
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we also plot results according to Marcus theory 3, CME and BCME. The latter results
were reported previously in Ref. Ref. 190. As discussed in Ref. Ref. 190, in the
small Γ limit, both the CME and BCME successfully recover the Marcus rate; as Γ
increases, Marcus theory predicts too fast a relaxation while the CME predicts too
slow a relaxation. The BCME results can be considered reliable for all different Γ
(small or large). From Fig. 5.3 we observe that IESH rates agree well with BCME
rates for small Γ; for large Γ IESH rates are slightly slower. Although we have not run
simulations for even smaller Γ due to the prohibitive computational cost (see 5.4.1),
based on the existing data, it appears IESH results should be considered reliable for
this model.
As a side note (see Sec. 5.3.6 below), we also notice that including a thermostat
degrades the accuracy of IESH dynamics.
5.3.4 Long Time Limit
Beyond dynamics, a useful quantity in the study of nonadiabatic phenomena is the
long time equilibrium population. One of the strengths of surface hopping methods is
that, because of forbidden hops, these methods should approximately recover the cor-
rect equilibrium population65,203 (and preserve detailed balance). In Fig. 5.4, we plot
equilibrium populations as a function of Γ for both BCME and IESH algorithms. The
BCME and IESH equilibrium populations are approximated by the fitting parame-
ter B in Ae−kt + B. We also calculate the correct equilibrium population (assuming
thermostat, we set W = 200Γ,M = 80. Fig. 5.3 (f) suggests that the difference between these two
sets of parameters should be very small, and thus we expect this replacement should be reasonable.
For CME, BCME, we use 10000 trajectories; for IESH we use 1000 trajectories.
3for Marcus theory results, we plot rates k = k0→1 + k1→0, see Eq. 5.23.
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Figure 5.3: Relaxation rates as a function of Γ for different algorithms as obtained by fitting 1−N(t) = Ae−kt +B.
The BCME rates can be considered as very reliable, correctly interpolating from the nonadiabatic regime (where
BCME and CME dynamics are identically equal to the Marcus rate) all the way to the adiabatic limit. IESH rates
are close to BCME rates for both large and small Γ, suggesting that (when properly converged) IESH should be
reliable for this model problem. By adding an electronic thermostat to IESH, the relaxation rates increase when a
smaller τ is applied, which would appear to make the results worse (and farther from Marcus theory). Here, to
observe a meaningful effect we have chosen 1/τ > Γ for all but one point. Clearly, as the ratio Γ/τ → 0, the IESH
dynamics lose accuracy. For discussion of electronic thermostats, see Sec. 5.3.6










Here Uadiabb (x) is defined in Eq. 5.8. One can easily verify that both BCME and
IESH predict equilibrium populations that are very close to the exact equilibrium
population for all Γ.
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Figure 5.4: Equilibrium population as a function of Γ. The exact population is calculated from Eq. 5.25. Because
the BCME reduces to the CME in the small Γ limit (and CME must recover the correct equilibrium population) and
the BCME reduces to EF in the large Γ limit (and EF must recover the correct equilibrium population), the BCME
algorithm is guaranteed to yield the correct equilibrium population in both the small and large Γ limits. Here we see
that IESH also nearly recovers the exact population as well.
5.3.5 External Friction
At this point, we have shown that, when converged with regards to W and M ,
IESH results mimic BCME results almost quantitatively. And yet this equivalence
must be surprising. After all, without an electronic thermostat, IESH dynamics are
partly ignorant of temperature. The initial electronic state is at 0 K. All temperature
information is stored only through (i) the initial distribution of velocity for the nuclear
trajectories and (ii) the external nuclear friction.
With this in mind we now explore the influence of external friction on all dynamics.
Whereas all previous results were obtained with an external nuclear friction γext =
2mω, we will now set γext = 0 and evolve the system without any external friction.
The trajectories are prepared with the nuclear position and velocity equilibrated to a
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temperature kT0 = 5kT . For these simulations, we will initially populate all metallic
orbitals according to a Boltzmann distribution at finite temperature (as given by an
electronic thermostat). In other words, we turn a thermostat on during equilibration
(when nuclei are frozen) but we turn the thermostat off during the actual nuclear
dynamics period (when the nucleus is allowed to move). All results are plotted in
Fig. 5.5. For reference, we plot results using CME, BCME and broadened EF.
From the short time data in Fig. 5.5, we find that, without an external nuclear
friction, BCME always predicts a much faster electronic relaxation than IESH (for
both BCME flavors). In fact, IESH dynamics appears to relax even more slowly
than both CME and EF dynamics, which suggests that these dynamics may not
be accurate; after all, since CME and EF represent opposite extremes, one might
expect the correct relaxation rate to lie somewhere between these limits. Perhaps
most interestingly, for nuclear dynamics, we find that both BCME (with broadened
friction) 4 and electronic friction recover the correct population and kinetic energy,
while IESH does not (at least for all times we can afford computationally).
To explain these features, we note that, when modeling this closed system with
zero nuclear friction case, IESH trajectories appear to oscillate back and forth without
enough energy dissipation such that the system apparently does not reach equilib-
rium correctly in a measured time. And furthermore, the dynamics of the impurity
population (as predicted by IESH) appear not to depend on initial conditions (see
“IESH (finite T)” and “IESH (zero T)” in Fig. 5.5). All together, from Fig. 5.5, one
can hypothesize that IESH does not necessarily recover the correct long time equilib-
rium state. 5 That being said, according to the data in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, the
4As a side note, one can notice from Fig. 5.5 that BCME without broadening friction does
not agree with EF here, indicating that a broadening of friction can sometimes be crucial. This
conclusion was not found in any previous work56,185,189, where the influence of broadening friction
was always negligible (at least compared to broadening of potential energy surface.)
5This hypothesis can only be made tentatively. For instance, in Fig. 5.5, one might also predict
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presence of external nuclear friction correctly fixes up this IESH problem; including
an external friction and random force for the nuclei can compel the electronic system
to equilibrate correctly to a non-zero temperature (rather than the metallic electronic
system forcing the nuclei to freeze and approach 0 K).
5.3.6 IESH with Electronic Thermostat
From the data in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.5, we see that IESH can match Marcus theory
and BCME in the presence of an external friction to drive equilibrium at long times;
without external friction, equilibrium may not be reached. As emphasized above,
however, another approach for driving IESH to equilibrium is to add an electronic
thermostat. Thus, in Fig. 5.6, we show that adding such a thermostat can indeed
speed up the relaxation rates in the presence of an external friction while slightly
increasing the equilibrium population 6. It is observed that, for the Γ = 6.4 × 10−3
case (see the left panel in Fig. 5.6), the dynamics with different τ are basically
identical; while for Γ = 1.6 × 10−3 case (right panel in Fig. 5.6), the relaxation
is significantly faster for smaller τ . The effects of thermostats on relaxation rates
are also plotted in Fig. 5.3. From the data one can surmise a simple trend here:
use an IESH thermostat results in a faster relaxation rate. We note that sometimes
this faster rate is more accurate than dynamics without a thermostat; other times,
including a thermostat leads to worse results 7 (Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.6).
that BCME with unbroadened friction does not reach the correct equilibrium. This prediction would
be incorrect, however. BCME dynamics will always reach the correct equilibrium (no matter the
friction). And yet, one must be concerned by the fact that IESH dynamics seemingly do not depend
on the initial temperature of the metal. Hence, we now tentatively hypothesize that IESH will not
reach the correct equilibrium state, even at very, very long times.
6We presume that the slight increase in electronic population in the Fig. 5.5 (d) induced by the
electronic thermostat is caused by our using incompatible use of relaxation operators: (i) A Monte
Carlo scheme for electronic DoF of the metal combined with (ii) IESH dynamics for the nucleus.
Our presumption is that this treatment can lead to a slightly increased effective temperature.
7This observation indicates that, for a thermostat to be useful, 1/τ should actually be set as
a function of Γ, which is somewhat problematic since τ should be a property of the bath alone.
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Figure 5.5: Time evolution for the zero external nuclear friction case. We plot both the population of the hole
impurity (1−N) as well as the nuclear kinetic energy (Ek). Here Γ = 6.4× 10−3, γext = 0. For clarity, eight
algorithms are plotted separately: (a) the electronic relaxation according to CME, the two flavors of BCMEs
(without broadened friction and with broadened friction) and broadened EF; (b) the kinetic energy relaxation
according to CME, BCME, and broadened EF; (c) the electronic relaxation according to BCME with broadened
friction, IESH (zero T), IESH (finite T), and IESH with electronic thermostat; (d) the kinetic energy relaxation
according to BCME with broadened friction, IESH (zero T), IESH (finite T) and IESH with electronic thermostat.
The small window on each plot represents the corresponding short time dynamics. The system is initially prepared at
5kT so that Ek = 2.5kT at time zero. Only 250 trajectories are used here due to the prohibitive computational cost
of IESH. Gray dashed lines are the correct equilibrium limits. For electronic population, IESH relaxes much slower
than either BCME or electronic friction. In fact, IESH relaxes even more slowly than the CME, indicating that the
IESH electronic dynamics may not be believable. For nuclear dynamics, BCME with either broadened friction or
broadened electronic friction relaxes to the correct kinetic energy limit (while IESH does not). Furthermore, IESH
dynamics do not appear to be sensitive to the initial electron temperature (zero T vs finite T). By adding an
electronic thermostat, IESH can recover both the correct electronic population and nuclear kinetic energy at long
times. Here, we choose two different relaxation times τ = 100 and τ = 500 so that we have 1/τ > Γ and 1/τ < Γ. In
both cases, however, the short time dynamics are unchanged and slow compared to all other approaches.
Finally we can also investigate the effect of a thermostat for the zero external
friction case. Results for IESH with different τ are plotted in Fig. 5.5. We find that
In practice, for a meaningful correction, one would expect that, at a minimum, the bath should
equilibrate faster than the molecule-metal energy transfer, i.e. 1/τ > Γ; we have chosen to investigate
τ with this constraint in mind.
Lastly, given the practical need for a Γ-dependent choice of 1/τ , in Fig. 5.6, we have also investi-
gated thermostats with both 1/τ > Γ and 1/τ < Γ. In both cases, we predict the correct longtime
equilibrium population, but the dynamics never agree with BCME for short time dynamics. There-
fore, our tentative conclusion is that, even with a Γ-dependent choice of 1/τ , we do not seem able
to find a good compromise between short and long time dynamics.
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IESH results with a thermostat do reach the correct long time limit much faster than
running dynamics without a thermostat, both for electronic population and nuclear
kinetic energy. However, for short time dynamics, adding a thermostat turns out to
have almost no affect.
Figure 5.6: Time evolution for IESH with an electronic thermostat in the presence of external friction. (a)
Γ = 6.4× 10−3. We note that different τ do not yield significant differences; (b) Γ = 1.6× 10−3. Not surprisingly, we
find that including an electronic thermostat increases the relaxation rate: The smaller τ is, the faster the relaxation.
In this case, we also see a slightly increased value of 1−N at equilibrium in the presence of an electronic thermostat.
5.4 Discussion
Thus far we have shown that IESH is a reliable algorithm in the presence of an external
friction, and that IESH recovers Marcus theory when the bandwidth is large enough.
However, the accuracy of IESH would appear to be dependent on the presence of an
external friction to drive the dynamics to the correct equilibrium. At this point, there
are a few details we would like to discuss.
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5.4.1 Simulation Cost
A summary for the computational time required for the system to reach equilibrium
is listed in Table 5.1. In practice, we notice that, in order to recover converged
results, the computational cost of IESH is typically much more expensive than that
of BCME (> 1000 times). The computational cost of IESH depends strongly on
the bath discretization scheme, as the algorithm treats bath orbitals explicitly; the
algorithm scales ∼ M2 where M is number of the bath orbitals. Clearly, there is a
strong need to use improved sampling for the manifold of bath states. Unfortunately
so far, we have not been able to recover converged results easily with the discretization
scheme proposed in Ref. Ref. 54 (see Appendix C.1 for details). Without an effective
discretization scheme, the BCME algorithm is obviously a much cheaper (though less
general) algorithm for simulating metal-molecule electron transfer for large systems.
Table 5.1: Parameters and CPU time per trajectory to reach equilibrium. Γ is the
hybridization function (Eq. 5.10), the band range is [−W,W ], M is the number of
states, dt is the classical time step, dtq is the quantum time step, and T is the total
time in multiples of dt (i.e. the total number of time steps).
Γ W M dt dtq T IESH BCME
1× 10−4 200Γ 200 10 1 5.0× 105 10 h 0.6 s
4× 10−4 80Γ 80 10 1 3.0× 105 27 min 0.3 s
1.6× 10−3 10Γ 40 10 1 1.8× 105 15 min 0.2 s
6.4× 10−3 10Γ 40 10 1 1.2× 105 10 min 0.2 s
5.4.2 Obstacles for Progress
Although both the BCME and IESH performed reasonably well in the 1-D model
in Eq. 5.22, there are still many questions to be answered. First, with regards to
BCME, in order to simulate a realistic system, we must go beyond the wide band
approximation. Doing so will require a non-trivial extension of BCME dynamics,
which presumably can be accomplished through the addition of multiple molecular
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orbital levels205. This remains to be accomplished. Second, with regards to IESH,
another open question is how to choose an optimized relaxation time τ? And in
particular, without an external friction, is there a robust approach for choosing τ
whereby we recover the correct equilibrium results without sacrificing accurate short
time dynamics? Finally, we can always wonder: is it possible to somehow combine
BCME and IESH so that we can obtain a scheme that is both cheap and generalizable?
We do not yet have answers for these questions, and this is an exciting time to study
dynamics near a metal surface.
5.5 Conclusions and Outlook
To summarize, we have investigated molecule-metal electron transfer within a gener-
alized AH model with two different surface hopping algorithms: BCME and IESH.
We find that:
• IESH can produce converged dynamics only if the bandwidth(2W ) and the
number of the one electron states are both large enough.
• In the presence of external friction, the converged IESH results typically agree
with BCME results for both relaxation rates and equilibrium populations. In
the small Γ limit, both sets of results recover the Marcus rate. As Γ increases,
the IESH relaxation rates are slightly smaller than BCME results. IESH always
recovers an accurate equilibrium population at long time.
• In the limit of zero nuclear friction, IESH predicts an extremely slow electronic
relaxation rate, and is not able to recover the equilibrium kinetic energy or
electronic populations within a computationally feasible amount of time. Ap-
parently, IESH is not able to predict the correct dynamics without the presence
of external friction to maintain the correct temperature for long times.
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• Adding an electronic thermostat to IESH apparently increases all relaxation
rates. As τ gets smaller, these relaxation rates always increase. For the case of
zero nuclear friction limit, including an IESH thermostat successfully recovers
the correct electronic population and kinetic energy for the system at equilib-
rium, but the accuracy of short time dynamics is unknown.
Overall, given that surface hopping methods are very often the only feasible dy-
namics algorithms for modeling coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics near a metal
surface where nuclear motion can be considered classical, let us now summarize the
status of surface hopping dynamics, IESH vs BCME, for those wishing to run practi-
cal simulations. On the one hand, BCME dynamics have been benchmarked against
exact quantum dynamics56 for steady-state currents, and we believe these dynamics
should be accurate for modeling metal-molecule electron transfer in the limit of high
temperature (such that all nuclear motion can be considered classical). These dy-
namics are guaranteed to reach the correct thermal equilibrium; they are also very
computationally efficient. The downside of these dynamics is that it is difficult to
include more than two electron states of the same charge; including multiple states
necessitates merging BCME dynamics with standard FSSH dynamics, which has not
yet been fully optimized (despite encouraging initial results205).
On the other hand, IESH dynamics are far more general than BCME dynamics
and can treat arbitrarily many excited states (provided there are no electron-electron
interactions). That being said, however, IESH is far more expensive than BCME and
the present results indicate that IESH will not necessarily be reliable for gas phase
molecule-metal scattering. Nevertheless, for reactions at a metal-liquid interface, all
indications are that IESH dynamics should be as reliable as FSSH calculations in
solution (again provided electron-electron interactions are not crucial). Future devel-
opment of the IESH approach may well benefit from comparisons against a rigorous
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quantum-classical Liouville equation18,19,48,84,196,197, along the lines of what has been
achieved for FSSH with a handful of electronic states83,84. Just as decoherence correc-
tions improved the FSSH algorithm5,5,20–22,24–26,70,206–208, minor changes to the IESH
algorithm may well lead to improved accuracy.
Lastly, before concluding, we should emphasize that our outlook above must be
regarded with just a small grain of salt. Without exact quantum data, we have used
Marcus theory and basic common sense to assess the performance of IESH vis-a-vis
BCME dynamics. In the future, the field of metal-molecule dynamics will greatly
benefit from the presence of easily available benchmark data for the non-equilibrium
dynamics of a particle near a metal. Such data should be possible in principle, using
either hierarchical quantum master equation (HQME)209 or the real time quantum
Monte Carlo approaches210,211. We hope this paper helps spur the creation of such a
necessary benchmarking data set.
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Vibrational Relaxation at a Metal Surface: Electronic Friction versus
Classical Master Equations
This chapter is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 147, 224105 (2017).
6.1 Introduction
Non-adiabatic dynamics are known to play an essential role in photochemistry and
excited state dynamics in the gas phase and in solution. For such experiments2,2–6,
it is obvious that photo-excitation is followed by energetic relaxation as electrons
relax and nuclei heat up: after all, the density of states for nuclear motion is much
larger than the density of states for electronic motion and thus, after a long time, all
electronic energy must be converted into heat (or nuclear motion). Thus, in solution
or gas phase photochemistry, nonadiabatic dynamics are paramount.
Now, using the same logic, consider the role of nonadiabatic effects at a metal
surface. On the one hand, a bulk metal carries an enormous density of phonon
states; these states will usually be the final acceptors of any excess energy and thus
act as a driving force for nonadiabatic transitions. On the other hand, a metal
also carries a large density of electronic states, and thus electronic transitions are
possible (even without nuclear motion). Thus, there is no guarantee that one will
observe nonadiabatic dynamics near metal surfaces, i.e. a nontrivial coupling of
nuclear motion with electronic transitions. In a series of recent papers, however,
the Wodtke group has given very convincing evidence that nonadiabatic effects are
ubiquitous when studying scattering processes for molecules off of metal surfaces.
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In the most famous experiments, the Wodtke group has scattered NO molecules
across Au(111) surfaces30–36, and found clear evidence that vibrational relaxation is
mediated by nonadiabatic processes (in this case, transient electron transfer). Thus,
there is currently a great deal of interest in the physics and chemistry communities
regarding how to model these difficult experiments.
Now, obviously, with a metal substrate, a fully quantum description of the nuclear
and electronic degrees of freedom would be prohibitively expensive.212 For realistic,
multi-atom simulations of the Wodtke experiments, semiclassical treatments are the
only possible way forward. And, in this context, there are two well known per-
turbative limits.213 (i) On the one hand, for weak nonadiabatic effects (i.e. strong
metal-molecule couplings and weak electron-phonon couplings), the usual semiclas-
sical framework is to assume that the molecular motion on the metal surface feels
so-called “electronic friction” from the bath of metallic electrons. This concept of
electronic friction has been used many times in the past37,38,38–41, most famously by
Head-Gordon and Tully to study the relaxation of CO on a Cu substrate37; recent
work by Juaristi and Reuter et al have also successfully investigated the relaxation
behaviour for CO on Cu38, as well as N on Ag41, using a local density approximation
for the electronic friction tensor. (ii) On the other hand, for strong nonadiabatic
effects (i.e. weak metal-molecule coupling and strong electron-phonon couplings),
another approach is a classical master equation, whereby molecules move as if they
are charged or uncharged with stochastic hops between different charge states. This
master equation approach describes processes known as dynamics induced by multi-
ple electronic transitions (DIMET) by the surface-science community214,215. In the
context of standard electron transfer theory, one imagines that the former approach
should describe inner-sphere heterogeneous electron transfer and the latter approach
should describe outer-sphere heterogeneous electron transfer216.
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Unfortunately, for the case of NO scattering off of gold, neither EF or CME may
be valid. First, the NO-Au interaction is not small at short distances, and so the CME
approach is likely inapplicable. Second, far from the metal, the NO-Au interaction
is weak and the Wodtke group has given three pieces of evidence suggesting that
electronic friction is inapplicable for scattering problems30–32:
1. For NO incoming in a highly excited state (e.g., nvib = 15), vibrational relax-
ation shows no barrier (as one would expect with adiabatic dynamics). Further-
more, the most probable exit channel has nvib = 7. However, if the metal Au is
replaced by an insulator, LiF, a barrier does appear and the most probable exit
channel is the original vibrational state (and the second most probable exit chan-
nel is the original vibrational state minus one). This data obviously suggests
strong coupling between electronic transitions in the metal and vibrational tran-
sitions in the molecule and the resulting dynamics clearly demonstrate sudden
as opposed to gradual changes of state (not as we would expect with electronic
friction).
2. For NO incoming in a highly excited state (e.g., nvib = 15), one can observe
hot electron emission from the metal at very large kinetic energies. Such emis-
sion precludes simple electronic friction descriptions based on fast electronic
equilibration.
3. For NO incoming in the ground state, Wodtke et al have observed that multiple
quanta can be excited directly, which would not agree with a frictional descrip-
tion, i.e. a golden-rule picture of the dynamics assuming small electron-phonon
couplings.
Thus, the Wodtke experiments present a clear challenge to theoretical chemistry
and physics. Since the relevant dynamics have strong electron-phonon couplings,
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and because the metal-molecule couplings can be weak or strong (depending on the
distance to the metal), and since transient electron transfer cannot be ignored, the
Wodtke experiments simply do not sit in any simple perturbative regime.213 To model
these difficult dynamics, a few years ago, Shenvi et al suggested discretizing the metal
continuum and they developed the so-called independent-electron surface hopping
(IESH) approach42,54. Quantum master equations have also been proposed for this
purpose.186,187. More recently, by rederiving the origins of electronic friction, our
research group showed how to extrapolate between the CME and EF regimes, so
that one could develop a universal, semiclassical nonadiabatic dynamics algorithm
for strong or weak coupling near a metal surface. We labeled the resulting algorithm
a broadened CME, or BCME, approach.
With this background in mind, we have two goals for the present article. First,
we would like to investigate the consequences and signatures of nonadiabatic effects
for a diatomic molecule scattering off of a metal surface. Experimental signatures of
nonadiabatic dynamics have been suggested by Wodtke et al, and we would like to see
how many of these signatures can be studied theoretically. To isolate these dynamical
effects, we will work with a 2D model that will allow a thorough analysis. Second, to
guide our understanding of the relevant process, we would also like to compare and
contrast three different nonadiabatic dynamics approaches: (i) EF (ii) CME and (iii)
BCME. Because we do not have an exact propagator, it is essential that we analyze
multiple approaches. Naturally, since the EF and CME algorithms are based on
perturbation theory, these algorithms must be accurate within their own, respective,
parameter regimes. However, in a non-perturbative regime, it will be crucial to have
different approaches so that we can make the best guess for the correct answer. In
the course of our results, we will point out several surprising features that arise from
these different methods. At present, our hypothesis is that, of the three methods
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above, BCME dynamics are the most reliable.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 6.2 we review all three dynamics
schemes discussed above; in Sec. 6.3 we define our 2D model Hamiltonian and provide
details of the simulation; in Sec. 6.4, we show simulation results for different sets of
parameters; in Sec. 6.5, we discuss the results and highlight why sometimes EF can
yield vibrational relaxation rates that are too small while at other times EF can yield
vibrational relaxation rates that are too large; in Sec. 6.6 we conclude with a few
suggestions for future work.
6.1.1 Notation
The notation used in this paper is as follows: bold characters (e.g. r) are vectors,
bold characters with a left-right arrow (e.g.
←→
Λ ) are tensors, plain characters (e.g. H)
are either scalars or operators; for indices, we use Greek letters (α, β, etc) for nuclei
and Roman letters (i, j, etc) for electrons; r and p always represent position and
momentum vectors for molecules, respectively.
6.2 Theory
Henceforward, we will consider an idealized molecule (or impurity) on a metal surface





















Here and below, the Fermi level of the metal is always chosen to be zero. d and d† are









the impurity is occupied and we will speak of the molecule as being an anion; when〈
d†d
〉
= 0, the impurity is unoccupied and we will speak of the molecule as being
neutral. We define Ui(r) as the potential energy surface for electronic state |i〉 at
position r, so that U1(r) ≡ h(r) +U0(r) is the potential energy surface for the anion.
Vice versa, h(r) ≡ U1(r) − U0(r) is the energy gap between the anion state and
the neutral state. Vk(r) denotes the coupling between the k
th bath orbital and the
impurity site. εk is the energy of the k
th bath orbital. Whenever possible, we apply
the wide band approximation (WBA) and assume that the self energy of the impurity





ε− εk + iη
≈ −iπV 2(r)ρ(ε) = −iΓ(r)
2
(6.2)
Here, ρ(ε) is the density of states in the metallic bath.
6.2.1 Electronic friction
In this paper, we will study the dynamics of the AH model using several approaches,
especially electronic friction (EF)41,45,46,49,217. According to this model, all nonadi-
abatic effects are wrapped up into stochastic Langevin dynamics on a potential of


















 is the inverse mass tensor, ←→Λ is the friction tensor,
δf is the random force. F is the mean force acting on the nuclear degrees of freedom
F (r) = −∇U0(r)−
∫ W
−W
K(ε, r)A(ε, r)f(ε)dε (6.4)
and, for future reference, the potential of mean force is given by
UPMF (r) = ζ(r0)−
∫ r
r0
F (r′) · dr′ (6.5)
where ζ(r0) is some arbitrary reference potential.
In Eq. 6.4 the spectral function A and Fermi function f are:
A(ε, r) ≡ 1
π
Γ(r)/2




The kernel K in Eq. 6.4 can be easily computed as189
K(ε, r) ≡ ∇h(r) + (ε− h(r))∇Γ(r)
Γ(r)
(6.7)
The reader may well be surprised that the bandwidth W appears in Eq. 6.4, given
that we would like to take the wide-band limit. In fact, a finite W is required in this
case to make sure that the integral in Eq. 6.4 does not diverge given the form of K
in Eq. 6.7204. In practice, we choose W  Γ (or, to be specific, W is at least 10
times larger than Γ0
1n practice, although the integral in Eq. 6.4 diverges in the wide
1I
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band limit, this divergence is slow and logarithmic. Thus, for example, in our limited
experience, we have not found significant differences between choosing W = 1.5, 2,
or 2.5. (see Eq. 6.4 for definition of W ) (see Eq. 6.20)).
For a two-state model, with multiple nuclear degrees of freedom, the proper elec-
tronic friction tensor is189:
←→
Λ (r) = −π~
∫
(K(ε, r)⊗K(ε, r))A2(ε, r)f(ε)dε (6.8)
where ⊗ denotes an outer product. Eq. 6.8 can be derived from many different ap-
proaches, including perturbation theory on top of a Meyer-Miller transformation45,
non-equilibrium Green’s functions49, path integrals50, or most generally, a projection
approach applied to the quantum-classical Liouville equation134. Although the origi-
nal Head-Gordon Tully (HGT) friction model applies only at zero temperature45,189,
Eq. 6.8 is equivalent to Tully’s recent extrapolation for friction at finite tempera-
ture218. Finally, δf(r, t) is the Markovian random force
〈δf(r, t)⊗ δf(r, t′)〉 = 2kT
←→
Λ (r)δ(t− t′) (6.9)
From the expressions above, one immediately finds a troubling attribute of elec-
tronic friction tensors. For some Hamiltonians, it is possible to encounter geometries
where Γ(r) → 0 but ∇h(r) 6= 0. In such a case, the corresponding matrix elements
in
←→
Λ (r) (Eq. 6.8) will diverge to infinity because
∫
A2(ε, r)dε ∝ 1
Γ
as Γ → 0 (see
Eq. 6.6). To avoid such a numerical instability, below we will choose a small artificial
parameter Γcutoff for our simulations, such that, for Γ(r) < Γcutoff (corresponding
to very small molecule-metal coupling), we will ignore any effect from the electronic
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bath and set the friction and random force to 0.
←→
Λ (r) = Eq. 6.8, Γ(r) ≥ Γcutoff
=
←→
0 , Γ(r) < Γcutoff
(6.10)
We must always check whether or not our final results depend on Γcutoff . Unless
stated otherwise, all data presented below is independent of Γcutoff .
6.2.2 Classical master equations (CME)
Apart from electronic friction, classical master equations (CME) represent an entirely
different approach for modeling nonadiabatic dynamics at metal surfaces. The CME
approach44,219 treats electronic states explicitly and proposes stochastic trajectories.
More specifically, nuclear trajectories are propagated either along U0 or U1 and, for
each time step, the particle may hop from one surface to the other. The probability
to hop is decided by the hybridization function Γ. This scheme is summed up by the
following equations of motion for the probability densities:
∂tP0(r,p, t) = −
←→








∂tP1(r,p, t) = −
←→









Here Pi(r,p, t) denotes the probability density to find a particle at phase point (r,p)
in electronic state |i〉 at time t. The CME in Eq. 6.11 can be derived by assuming
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(i) a high temperature such that classical nuclear motion suffices, and (ii) a small
hybridization function Γ < kT .
Relating classical master equations to electronic friction
For large enough Γ, with many hops back and forth between surfaces, Ref. Ref. 44
demonstrates that CME dynamics become equivalent to EF dynamics. Because this
equivalence is key for deriving BCME dynamics (as discussed in the next section), we
will briefly review how such an equivalence can be demonstrated. First, we change
variables to two new densities PA(r,p, t) and PB(r,p, t) as follows:
P0(r,p, t) = (1− f(h(r)))PA(r,p, t) + PB(r,p, t)
P1(r,p, t) = f(h(r))PA(r,p, t)− PB(r,p, t)
(6.12)
or, vice versa
PA(r,p, t) = P0(r,p, t) + P1(r,p, t)
PB(r,p, t) = f(h(r))P0(r,p, t)− (1− f(r)P1(r,p, t)
(6.13)
Next, if we consider the equation of motion for the total density PA(r,p, t), and we
assume that PB(r,p, t) is changing slowly, we find:
∂tPA(r,p, t) = −
←→









Λ · ∇p∇pPA(r,p, t)
(6.14)
According to Eq. 6.14, the density PA(r,p, t) is effectively moving on a potential
surface with mean force −∇U0(r) − f(h(r))∇h(r) and friction
←→
Λ . For details, see
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Ref Ref. 44.
6.2.3 Broadened classical master equations
Finally, the last dynamics approach studied here will be an extrapolation of EF and
CME dynamics, denoted a broadened CME (BCME)185,189 approach. The BCME
approach is a natural extension of the CME if one wants to study large Γ. To include
broadening effects, one merely modifies the potential energy surfaces (PESs) U0 and
U1 in Eq. 6.11 so that, in Eq. 6.14, the Fermi population f(h(r)) is replaced with the
correctly broadened population n(h(r)). (For the definition of n, see Eq. 6.17). Thus,
the diabatic surfaces in Eq. 6.11 will now depend on both Γ(r) and temperature.
Although there is no single, unique means to modify Eq. 6.11 – because we specify
only how the equation of motion for PA(r,p, t) should change and not for PB(r,p, t)
– the simplest BCME equations of motion are as follows185,189:
∂tP0(r,p, t) = −
←→













∂tP1(r,p, t) = −
←→




































For future reference the broadened diabatic potentials of mean force are:
U bi (r) ≡ Ui(r)−
∫ r
r0
∆FBCME(r′) · dr′ + ζ(r0), i = 0, 1 (6.18)
In Eq. 6.16, f is the Fermi function and f(h(r)) represents the unbroadened, equi-
librium population for the impurity site at position r. By contrast, n represents
the correctly broadened equilibrium population of for the impurity site at position r.
Thus, n−f indeed represents a broadening correction. We note that, for large enough
Γ, the total probability density for BCME dynamics evolves on the same potential of
mean force as EF dynamics (in Eq. 6.5)185. Below, in section Sec. 6.4.1, we will plot




To study the methods above, we will simulate vibrational relaxation for a model
two-dimensional (2D) system. Our 2D system has been roughly designed to mimic
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a scattering event whereby a diatomic molecule impinges on a metal surface. The
first dimension x corresponds to the vibrational DoF of the molecule, and the second
dimension z is the molecular center-of-mass position. We assume that the metal
surface is located at z = 0 and that an NO molecule approaches the surface from
z = −∞. The energy surfaces we use are
U0(r) = R0(x) + S0(z)





















Here mx is the reduced mass for vibrational motion. The energy surfaces along the
x direction are harmonic wells, where the eigenfrequency ω is chosen to be the same
for |0〉 and |1〉. A0 represents well depth of the Morse potential S0, and following Ref.
Ref. 220, we fix A0 as 300meV . B1 is the difference between surface work function and
NO electron binding strength, and thus we fix B1 to be 5.55eV (The work function of
gold is 5.1eV and the electronic affinity of NO is 0.45eV 220). x0 and x1 are chosen to
mimic the equilibrium bond length difference between NO (1.15Å) and NO− (1.25Å)
so that x1 − x0 = 0.1Å. Other parameters such as C0, z0 and C1 are chosen such
that the potential surfaces look reasonable, given that the energy surfaces in the z
direction (S0(z), S1(z)) resemble the electron mediated model for NO proposed by
Newns220. The second term in the expression for S1(z) does not appear in the Newns
model, but has been added to ensure that the impinging NO particles scatter back
(rather than penetrate the metal). The metal surface is effectively located around
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z = 0.
For the hybridization function Γ(r), we choose:
Γ(r) = Γ0Q(x)T (z)






In the x direction, Γ(r) has a maximum near the equilibrium position of the |0〉 state
(i.e. x0); in the z direction, the coupling Γ(r) decreases exponentially as the distance
between particle and surface increases, and Γ(r) goes to 0 as z → −∞.
Almost all of parameters listed above are defined in Table 6.1 (except for the
hybridization function Γ0 and the displacement x1). Note that the temperature here
is relatively low, and should not satisfy the “high temperature” prerequisite for CME
dynamics. That been said, the experiments start in a hot vibrational state nvib = 15
(which makes the classical vibrational energy Evib  ~ω), such that classical dynamics
may well still be valid. Furthermore, in this paper we will also study the dynamics
with BCME to include broadening. In a future publication, we will consider these
dynamics with a broadened version of the QME to include broadening plus nuclear
quantum effects. For now, our major concern is how will the dynamics depend on
different values of x1 and Γ0 (as well as in the incoming momentum in the z-direction,
〈p0〉).
In Fig. 6.1, we plot the individual components making up the diabatic potential
energy surfaces in Eq. 6.19. In Fig. 6.2, we plot the total the potential surfaces in
the z-direction (for one fixed x), and we show the effects of broadening. We also plot
the hybridization function Γ(r).
For each calculation reported below, we have run 5000 trajectories. To roughly
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Table 6.1: Parameters used in the simulation
Parameter Value(a.u.) Comment
m 55000 mass of particle
mx 14000 reduced mass
kT 0.001 temperature
ω 0.008 harmonic frequency
x0 0 parameter in Eq. 6.19
A0 0.011 parameter in Eq. 6.19
C0 0.64 parameter in Eq. 6.19
z0 -3.5 parameter in Eq. 6.19
B1 0.2 parameter in Eq. 6.19
C1 0.67 parameter in Eq. 6.19
Kg 4 parameter in Eq. 6.20
cg 0.64 parameter in Eq. 6.20
zg 0 parameter in Eq. 6.20
W 1.5 bandwidth in Eq. 6.4
simulate the Wodtke experiments31, each trajectory was initialized to the 15th vibra-
tional state. In the x direction, trajectories were initialized with a microcanonical
ensemble: we weighted all (x, px) satisfying Ex = E
0
vib = 15.5~ω equally. In the z
direction, trajectories were initialized at position z = −15 and the momentum pz




. We used a time
step dt = 0.25 a.u. and propagated trajectories for 2 × 106 steps. Dynamics were
carried out with the velocity-verlet propagator. Unless stated otherwise, trapped par-
ticles were not considered and we analyzed exclusively reflected particles (which were
collected at z = −20).
6.4 Results
We will now report our results, focusing mostly on the overall amount of predicted
vibrational relaxation.
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Figure 6.1: A plot of the 2D model surfaces used in our simulation. The energy surfaces in the x direction (left) are
both harmonic wells. The equilibrium positions for the neutral state and the anion state are x0 = 0 and x1 = 0.2
(see Eq. 6.19). In the z direction (right), there is an energy barrier at z = −1.8 and an energy well at z = −0.9 (see
arrows in the plot), which can potentially trap incoming particles.
6.4.1 Dynamics
In Fig. 6.3, we plot the number of particles collected at z = −20 as a function of time.
In this case, for CME dynamics, we find very few particles trapped near the surface.
For BCME dynamics, ∼ 10% of the particles are trapped, and for EF dynamics, more
than 20% of the particles trap in the well near z = −0.9. In general, we find that
this trend holds for most calculations below with different parameters: the EF results
usually result in far more trapping that CME or BCME dynamics. (see Table 6.2)
6.4.2 Vibrational distribution
Let us now discuss the vibrational relaxation of the outgoing particles that are scat-
tered backwards (and ignore all trapped particles). With CME or BCME dynamics,
because of the large energy penalty to emerge as an anion asymptotically, almost all
(> 99%) reflected particles are found to lie on the neutral state |0〉. For this reason,
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Figure 6.2: The CME and BCME surfaces in the z-direction. Here x = 0.0, Γ0 = 0.03. Ui and U
b
i are the CME and
BCME surfaces for |i〉, respectively. UPMF is calculated according to Eq. 6.5. For a particle incoming from
z = −∞, on the lower surfaces U0, there is an energetic barrier to reach the crossing point. When broadening is
taken into account (e.g. through the BCME), this barrier is lowered. The arrows show the crossing point with or
without broadening.
the vibrational state of each particle can be calculated as follows: (a) we compute the
kinetic energy in the x direction, Ekx = p
2
x/2mx, (b) we compute the potential energy
in the x direction,Epx = U0(x), (c) we compute nvib = (Ekx + Epx)/~ω − 0.5, and
round it to an integer. This procedure can be applied for all methods above (CME,
BCME and EF). Note that, for BCME dynamics, we may safely use U0(x) (rather
than U b0(x)) because at z = −20, Γ→ 0, and the U0(x) and the U b0(x) surfaces have
negligible differences.
Relaxation dependence on Γ0
In Fig. 6.4a, we plot the vibrational distributions as a function of different Γ0 for
fixed incoming z-momentum 〈p0〉 = 20. We observe vibrational relaxation for both
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Table 6.2: Scattered Particle Statistics
parameters percentage trapped percentage reflected on state |1〉
x1 Γ0 〈p0〉 CME BCME EF CME BCME
0.2 0.01 20 0.02% 0.04% 0.02% 0.04% 0.08%
0.2 0.03 20 0.02% 1.36% 0.72% 0.14% 0.08%
0.2 0.05 20 0.02% 10.24% 17.44% 0.06% 0.11%
0.2 0.08 20 0.04% 37.06% 55.34% 0.08% 0.03%
0.2 0.03 40 0.08% 7.44% 20.98% 0.06% 0.09%
0.2 0.03 60 3.60% 6.26% 18.50% 0.10% 0.09%
0.2 0.03 80 1.22% 0.78% 0.32% 0.06% 0.10%
0.4 0.01 20 7.98% 8.52% 2.06% 0.04% 0.07%
0.4 0.03 20 3.26% 4.42% 2.24% 0.10% 0.08%
0.4 0.05 20 1.34% 3.24% 31.34% 0.14% 0.12%
0.4 0.08 20 0.34% 1.98% 7.60% 0.08% 0.10%
0.4 0.03 40 9.38% 7.48% 23.22% 0.09% 0.06%
0.4 0.03 60 9.68% 4.90% 8.24% 0.04% 0.06%
0.4 0.03 80 3.74% 1.88% 5.48% 0.04% 0.04%
EF and BCME dynamics, while CME dynamics do not yield any relaxation. From
these plots, it is straightforward to see that CME dynamics fail for an obvious reason:
nearly all particles are blocked by the energy barrier in the z direction, and they do
not have enough energy to reach the surface crossing seam, see Fig. 6.1.
Focusing now on EF and BCME dynamics, as one would expect, we find that re-
laxation becomes stronger as the molecule-bath coupling increases from zero, reaching
a maximum(〈nvib〉 = 7 − 8) at Γ0 = 0.05. Note, however, that there is a turnover.
As Γ0 increases even more, corresponding to the extreme adiabatic limit, vibrational
relaxation slows down. Such a surprising turnover feature is not found in condensed
phase electron transfer dynamics where the rate of electron transfer strictly increases
as the molecule-metal coupling parameter Γ grows. See, e.g., Fig 2 in Ref Ref. 190
and Fig 10.8 in Ref Ref. 221. And yet this turnover is clearly analogous to Kramers’
theory222, whereby the unimolecular escape rate from a well is maximized for a friction
that is not too large or too small. Even though we are modeling transient vibrational
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Figure 6.3: Fraction of scattered particles as a function of t. Here x1 = 0.2, Γ0 = 0.03,〈p0〉 = 40, Γcutoff = 0.075~ω.
Note that the CME dynamics results in no trapping, the BCME dynamics result in a modest amount of trapping,
and the EF dynamics result in the most trapping (relatively). We have checked that these reported fractions are
unchanged for a long time after t = 49× 104, such that the percentage of trapped trajectories are very meaningful
plateau values.
relaxation (rather than activated nuclear barrier crossings), the same physics applies.
Regarding reliability, we note that EF and BCME relaxation rates agree, espe-
cially in the adiabatic limit as Γ0 increases. Thus, even though we cannot propagate
exact dynamics, we do calculate similar observables with two different and orthogonal
methods. Furthermore, recent benchmarking of the BCME algorithm has suggested
that BCME dynamics should be quite accurate with only two electronic states.2 For
both of these reasons, we have a great deal of confidence in the data from Fig. 6.4a,
at least qualitatively. In Fig. 6.4b, however, we plot the same result for the displace-
ment x1 = 0.4, and we show that the agreement between EF and BCME does not
always hold. While both methods predict more relaxation than the case of x1 = 0.2,
the BCME approach predicts far more relaxation for small Γ0 than does EF. In this
case, because CME dynamics can be derived with perturbation theory assuming small
2A broadened classical master equation approach for treating electron-nuclear coupling in non-
equilibrium transport, W. Dou, C. Schinabeck, M. Thoss, J. E. Subotnik, J. Chem. Phys., accepted
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Γ, it is easy to argue that CME dynamics (and not EF) dynamics must be accurate
here for Γ0 = 0.01. Furthermore, from the fact that BCME dynamics exactly agree
with CME dynamics for small Γ0 and qualitatively agree with EF dynamics for large
Γ0, we hypothesize that BCME dynamics should be meaningful over a wide range of
parameter space. Our intuition is that EF dynamics will fail for large displacements
(x1 − x0) and small or moderately sized hybridization functions Γ0.
Relaxation dependence on incoming momentum
We now study how the incoming momentum affects relaxation. In Fig. 6.5a, we
plot vibrational distributions for different 〈p0〉 with a fixed value of the hybridization
(Γ0 = 0.03) and x1 = 0.2. Here, for 〈p0〉 ≥ 40, the CME approach finally gives
relaxation (compared against Fig. 6.4a): there is enough energy to reach the diabatic
crossing point. However, the CME does not agree with BCME or EF dynamics for
small momenta. Regarding EF and BCME dynamics, we find that the relaxation
rates are also in disagreement (though not completely different) for small incoming
momenta.
For large momenta, however, we note that all dynamic protocols (EF, CME,
BCME) roughly agree: apparently, because of the large incoming momenta, there
are enough classical crossings such that friction results become meaningful but this
kinetic energy is also large enough such that broadening effects on the surface are
unimportant. This agreement between CME and EF dynamics has been seen before
in 1D problems190.
Lastly, we consider the same dynamics now for the case of a larger displacement,
x1 = 0.4. Here, we find again that there is no agreement between any of the meth-
ods for small incoming momentum. Because of ability to interpolate, however, we
hypothesize that BCME dynamics are the most accurate. That being said, at larger
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incoming velocities, the methods do become more similar. Interestingly, though,
at very large incoming velocities, all methods become very different again. These
features cannot yet be easily explained. In general, we find that BCME dynamics
consistently predict more relaxation than electronic friction as well as slightly wider
vibrational distributions.
6.4.3 Electronic energy released and hopping energy histograms
Recent experiments have measured the distribution of electronic kinetic energies ex-
cited in a metal surface as the result of molecular scattering223,224. With this ex-
perimental fact in mind, we plot the energy distribution for hopping according to
CME/BCME dynamics for the four different simulations in Fig. 6.6. Note that such
energy distributions cannot easily be extracted from EF calculations.
The results in Fig. 6.6 show that, for most hops, energy transfers from the in-
coming particle to the metal (i.e. the particle loses energy). Most hops occur near
the surface crossing region with small energy gaps (|∆E| < 0.02). Even so, large
energy transfer events are possible within a single hopping event, which does explain
the “multi-quanta relaxation” observed in Wodtke’s experiments32,35. These results
will be discussed in the next section.
Finally let us return to the turnover in vibrational rates as predicted by both
EF and BCME dynamics in Fig. 6.4. To understand this turnover, Fig. 6.6 is
quite useful. According to BCME dynamics, energy loss occurs only through hops.
Thus, on the one hand, if Γ0 is small, the absolute number of hops is small and
vibrational relaxation must be slow. On the other hand, if Γ0 is too large, most
hops occur just after particles pass the energy crossing seam, i.e., when downward
hops become energetically preferable. These hops yield very small energy loss, and








































































Figure 6.4: Vibrational distribution analysis for the scattered trajectories for different metal-molecule coupling.
Here x1 = 0.2(left), 0.4(right) (see Eq. 6.19). The incoming z-momentum 〈p0〉 = 20, Γcutoff = 0.075~ω,
Γ0 = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.08. CME dynamics give no relaxation because without broadening, the trajectories never
reach the diabatic crossing point. However, both EF and BCME give relaxation, and the methods agree for large Γ0.
Note that both of these methods predict a turnover in relaxation: vibrational relaxation is maximized for Γ0 = 0.05.








































































Figure 6.5: Vibrational distribution analysis for the scattered trajectories for different incoming momenta. Here
x0 = 0.2(left), 0.4(right), Γ0 = 0.03, Γcutoff = 0.075~ω, 〈p0〉 = 20, 40, 60, 80. The agreement between EF and














































Δo  energy histograms
Figure 6.6: A histogram of hopping energies. Here x1 = 0.2, 0.4, Γ0 = 0.01, 0.05, 〈p0〉 = 20, Γcutoff = 0.075~ω.
Positive ∆E means energy transfers from the metal to a trajectory, while negative ∆E means energy transfers from
a trajectory to the metal. Note that the y axis has different scales for different subfigures. The plot suggests that,
for all 4 cases, most hops have small energy changes, but a large energy transfer is not prohibited. Note the
sensitivity of the BCME dynamics to x1.
understanding the predicted turnover phenomenon.
6.5 Discussion
Thus far, we have found that both electronic friction and broadened classical master
equation are able to capture many features of vibrational relaxation, and sometimes
these two methods even agree. At this point, however, there are two key features
which must be discussed in more detail.
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6.5.1 The BCME is more sensitive to displacement than EF
From Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5, we observed that, although EF and BCME both yield
larger relaxation rates when the displacement x1 is increased from 0.2 to 0.4, the
BCME approach is obviously more sensitive to this change in parameter – especially
for small Γ0 and small 〈p0〉 cases. This sensitivity is obviously important because, for
many molecules, the anionic and neutral potential energy surfaces can be very differ-
ent. Furthermore, EF should be reliable only when these differences (i.e. electron-
phonon couplings) are relatively small.
To explain the sensitivity of BCME dynamics, a figure will be very useful (Fig.
6.7). Here, we observe that, as the displacement x1 becomes larger, the surface
crossing point as a function of the x coordinate drops in energy. As a result, if
trajectories move along diabats, trajectories with a given nvib will spend more time
in regions of large hopping probability. Furthermore, in these very regions, there is
the chance to lose a larger amount of energy in one hop (see also Fig. 6.6).
Now, EF dynamics also predict stronger relaxation for large displacements – after
all, the EF friction tensor is proportional to ∇h (see Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.8). However,
EF dynamics are not as sensitive to the displacement as are BCME dynamics because
EF dynamics move along the adiabatic surface (rather than the diabatic surface)
and a dramatic, sudden energy loss is impossible. Indeed, Wodtke and Tully et al
have argued that EF dynamics cannot produce multi-quanta relaxation because, by
damping the nuclear motion, nuclear velocities change continuously time, and thus
any quantum mechanical extension of electronic friction must predict step-by-step




Figure 6.7: BCME surfaces in the x direction for x1 = 0.2 (left), 0.4 (right), with a fixed z = −2.0. Here Γ0 = 0.01.
The dotted line is the vibrational energy for particles at nvib = 15, and the shaded areas are the active regions for
hopping events |0〉 → |1〉 (darker) and |1〉 → |0〉 (lighter), assuming only downward hops(suggested by Fig. 6.6).
Because particles move more slowly in the z-direction than in the x-direction when nvib = 15, this cartoon
representation (with fixed z position) gives a reasonable explanation for why vibrational relaxation is faster with
x1 = 0.4 (as opposed to x1 = 0.2). Obviously, hop1 can be triggered more easily when x1 = 0.4, and hop1 also
releases more vibrational energy to the metal for larger x1.
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6.5.2 EF can be sensitive to Γcutoff
The very last feature that must be discussed is the artificial parameter, Γcutoff , which
we have included above (in Eq. 6.10) so as to determine when to apply or not apply
the frictional damping and random force. The parameter Γcutoff can sometimes be
crucial because, as explained in Sec. 6.2.1, in certain cases one can find infinite fric-
tion for extremely small Γ(r). We must emphasize, however, that this divergence
of friction is not an artifact. In fact, this divergence in friction actually forces EF
dynamics to recover Marcus’s theory of electrochemical charge transfer in the nona-
diabatic regime for a one-dimensional quantum Brownian oscillator model190. Thus,
the friction tensor cannot be improved simply by smoothing away the divergence226.
And yet, at the same time, the existence of an infinite frictional tensor must give one
doubt about the overall applicability of EF dynamics. To investigate the practical
consequences of this divergence, we will now modify the original T (z) model with the
new parameters in Table 6.3; this substitution forces T (z) to be much sharper than
before. x1 is kept at 0.2. The modified parameters are plotted in Fig. 6.8. With these
new parameters and surfaces, we report relaxation rates from scattering simulations
as a function of Γcutoff .
From the data in Fig. 6.9a, we find that EF results are not equivalent for different
values of Γcutoff . Indeed, for these parameters and such a small value of Γ0, we
find that the friction tensor is extremely large (nearly divergent). Thus, if Γcutoff
is very small, we find that EF dynamics can actually (and spuriously) predict more
vibrational relaxation than BCME or CME dynamics. Luckily, this issue should not
be important when Γ(r) is not infinitesimal near a surface crossing region, as shown
in Fig. 6.9b.
Note that, except for Fig. 6.9, all results reported in this paper using electronic
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Figure 6.8: Modified surfaces used in Γcutoff analysis (Fig. 6.9). x1 = 0.2. The only difference between this figure
and Fig. 6.1 is the shape of T (z), which is relatively sharper here. Here Γ(r) can be very small (but still > Γcutoff )
even in the surface crossing region.
friction can be considered reliable and converged with respect to Γcutoff (see Fig. 6.4
and Fig. 6.5). Obviously, looking forward, the fact that the BCME requires no such
artificial parameter is a huge relative advantage. Unlike the case of EF, both BCME
and CME dynamics propose simple smooth dynamics along diabats in regions with
Γ(r)→ 0.
Table 6.3: different parameters in the cut-off analysis (compared to Table 6.1)
Parameter Value(a.u.) Comment
cg 4 parameter in Eq. 6.20
zg -0.55 parameter in Eq. 6.20
6.6 Conclusions and future directions
In summary, we have investigated vibrational relaxation within a 2D scattering simu-
lation where we expect transient electron transfer for a variety of different approaches.








































































Figure 6.9: Vibrational distribution analysis for the scattered trajectories moving along the modified parameters in
Fig. 6.8 (left) and the original surfaces in Fig. 6.1 (right). Here x1 = 0.2, Γ0 = 0.03, 〈p0〉 = 40. For all Γcutoff
parameters used here, the cut-off region (where Γ(r) = Γcutoff ) is to the left of the surface crossing point. In the
original model, the vibrational distributions from EF are consistent for different Γcutoff parameters, but for the
modified parameters, the distributions are quite sensitive to the artificial parameter Γcutoff .
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• We find that the CME approach is unable to predict accurate vibrational re-
laxation probabilities. Whenever the metal-molecule coupling Γ is large, CME
dynamics along the simple diabatic curves are usually not accurate. In partic-
ular, the trajectory often misses the crossing region entirely. These dynamics
usually disagree with BCME and EF dynamics (even for large Γ) and are a
strong reminder that propagating dynamics on raw diabatic surfaces is danger-
ous when the coupling Γ is really large.
• We find that EF dynamics give reasonable probabilities of vibrational relaxation
(and thus agree with BCME dynamics) when Γ(r) is reasonably large in the
surface crossing region. However, there are clearly spurious effects when Γ
becomes too small. We should emphasize that these effects likely represent the
most severe failures possible for the EF approach. After all, the EF approach
was originally designed to treat small electron-phonon couplings, whereas here
the electron-phonon couplings can be large. Furthermore, Γ vanishes far away
from the surface so that the assumption of large molecule-metal couplings is
obviously violated. To address the shortcoming of the EF approach, the only
future path forward would be to include non-Markovian effects51.
• Overall, the BCME approach appears to give the most sensible data. By con-
struction, this algorithm mostly agrees with the CME algorithm (in the limit of
small Γ) and with the EF algorithm (in the limit of large Γ). The BCME ap-
proach tends to be more sensitive to electron-phonon couplings and the BCME
approach usually results in more relaxation and a slightly wider distribution of
vibrational quanta than do EF dynamics.
Finally, perhaps the most surprising conclusion of this work is the prediction that
there is a turnover in the rate of vibrational relaxation for scattering experiments as
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a function of Γ. According to Fig. 6.4, we predict that the probability for vibrational
relaxation peaks when Γ is neither too small nor too large. This turnover feature is
not found in condensed phase dynamics, where the rate of molecule-metal electron
transfer is strictly increasing with the coupling parameter Γ: see Fig. 2 in Ref Ref.
190. Instead it would appear we have uncovered a situation where the Kramers’
turnover phenomenon reappears. As a practical matter, it would be very interesting
to identify a series of different metal substrates with varying degrees of metal-molecule
coupling (Γ) from which this trend could be confirmed experimentally.
Lastly, looking forward, we have two clear next steps. First, given the simplicity of
the BCME approach (which ignores electronic coherences for a two-state problem), it
will be very interesting to compare the BCME algorithm with IESH54 (which includes
coherences within the framework of a discretized metal). Such a comparison will tell
us a great deal about when and why the BCME works/fails. Second, in order to apply
the present dynamics to a real (and not model) system, it will be essential to extract
(rather than conjecture) the relevant parameters from ab initio electronic structure
calculations. This work is ongoing.
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At this point, let’s briefly summarize the work mentioned in this thesis. In the past
four years’ research of non-adiabatic dynamics simulation, a host of semi-classical al-
gorithms have been investigated, including fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH),
independent electrons surface hopping (IESH), Ehrenfest dynamics, electronic fric-
tion (EF), classical master equation (CME), and broadened classical master equation
(BCME). In the first half of the thesis (i.e. Chapter 2 to Chapter 4), we mainly focus
on the basis of FSSH algorithm. In Chapter 2, by introducing an extra adiabatic
force (“Berry force”) and some generalized rescaling schemes, we extended FSSH to
systems where Hamiltonian is complex-valued. Later in Chapter 3, to justify that
Berry force is a real effect and provide some deeper insights of its origin, we de-
rived this mysterious semi-classical force from quantum-classical Liouville equation
and showed another algorithm (Ehrenfest dynamics) has the same effect incorporated
naturally. In Chapter 4, we investigate FSSH from a different aspect. By exploring
a 1-D model system, we showed that the recoherence problem in FSSH is a result of
its essential assumption: time-locality. Starting from Chapter 5, our gear is switched
to non-adiabatic processes in molecule-metal systems. We first investigate IESH (the
generalized FSSH). By benchmarking IESH against the Marcus rate as well as BCME
, we show the correctness of this algorithm in the Marcus model. Furthermore, by
comparing the dynamics of BCME and IESH, we show that, although derived from
very different underlying approximations, these two algorithms turn out to agree
well in the limit of wide band and dense electronic states. Lastly, in Chapter 6, we
apply BCME to simulate the vibrational energy relaxation in a 2-D model system,
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which intends to mimic the potential energy surface in Wodtke’s experiments. In the
simulation we find that BCME correctly predicts the relaxation energy distribution
shape.
Moving forward, there are still lots of exciting questions waiting to be answered in
the non-adiabatic dynamics field. One immediate question that emerges is whether
Berry force effect in the simulation can be observed by experiments. A very interesting
phenomenon that can potentially result from Berry phase effect is the experiments by
Naaman group, where DNA-shaped molecules were shown to act like diodes for spins:
when electrons move through DNA molecules, one specific spin is much more preferred
than the other.227,228 We believe it is promising and very interesting to explain this
spin-filtering property using Berry phase effect, as we have found some similarly
biased in nuclear scattering simulations. Another question that emerges naturally is
that, how theorist can apply BCME to real molecular simulations. These simulations
require us to evaluate the molecule-metal coupling (i.e., Γ) in an affordable way, which
turns out to be a challenge for electronic structure calculations. Applying BCME in
real molecular applications can have large impact, as it is much cheaper compared
with I. Finally, regarding the recoherence problem for FSSH, we have to admit the
time locality approximation appear in every semi-classical algorithm, and is really
hard to fix in current framework of semi-classical algorithms. Then one must wonder,




Appendix for Chapter 2
This appendix is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 150, 124101 (2019)
A.1 Method #3 Results
Here we briefly present scattering results for Method #3 in 2.2.2. In Fig. A.1,
Figure A.1: Same as Fig. 2.2, but now we compare Methods #2 and #3. Note that Method #3 results are far worse
than results using Method #2.
we report results for the case W = 0.5 with Methods #3 and #2. Clearly, the
results indicate that neither the correct population nor the correct momentum can be
captured by Method #3. Now, at first glance, it might seem that the y-momentum
on diabat 0 is correctly captured. This instinct is merely an illusion, however, as this
“accurate” results is caused only surreptitiously from the fact that, at the end of the
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simulation, the particles remaining on the upper adiabatic surface (i.e. diabat 0) are
mostly those trajectories that never hop, and so the average y-momentum will always
go to the correct answer (as induced by the magnetic force). This correct answer is
the zero hopping limit (or adiabatic limit) as discussed in Sec. 2.5.1 that arises from
simple classical mechanics (and ignoring all surface hops).
Overall, even though it might appear natural, Method #3 does not coincide with
the correct physical picture.
A.2 Method #2 with a General Derivative Coupling
Here, we analyze Method #2 for a general, two-state diabatic problem. We denote a
general (complex) derivative coupling vector as d ≡ dR + idI . When using Method
#2, we maximize the following within the interval η ∈ [0, π):











||dR||2 − ||dI ||2
)
− sin 2ηdR · dI
(A.1)
Setting f ′(η) = 0 tells us η should satisfy
tan 2η =
−2dR · dI
||dR||2 − ||dI ||2
(A.2)
Within the [0, π) interval, there exist two solutions: η0 and η1 = η0 + π/2, with
η0 ∈ [0, π/2). Using the second derivative f ′′(η) < 0, we find that maximizing f(η)
requires that η must satisfy
cos 2η
(
||dR||2 − ||dI ||2
)
> 0 (A.3)
Thus, for a general d, the solution for η should satisfy both Eq. A.2 and Eq. A.3.
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APPENDIX B
Appendix for Chapter 3
This chapter is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 151, 074113 (2019).






















∆ ≡ AW22 − AW11 (B.2)
Γ ≡ AW22 + AW11 (B.3)
BW12 ≡ AW12 − ζ (B.4)































































We focus on the last 2 terms above:
2Pα
Mα





























































































































































































































































































From the definition of ζ we have
− i
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We must now evaluate the last three terms in Eq. B.12























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix for Chapter 5
This appendix is adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 150, 041711 (2019).
C.1 Practical Convergence of IESH to the Wide Band Limit
C.1.1 Convergence Criteria
The results in Fig. 5.2 indicate that IESH will converge to BCME results in the limits
of large W and large M . To understand why convergence appears tricky, note the
following three conditions:
1. To reach the wide band limit, the metal bandwidth 2W must be significantly
larger than the coupling strength Γ (i.e. 2W  Γ).
2. Consider the schematic diabatic states plotted in Fig. C.1. When a particle
is moving along an adiabatic corresponding to a single electron determinant
electron states, the particle can hop only to those states that differ by a single
orbital; states differing by more than one orbital are only indirectly coupled.
Thus, for example, in Fig. C.1, let 1 be the initial state. Note that 1 is directly
coupled to 1′, 2′ and 4′, but not to 3′; 2′ is directly coupled to 1 and 3, but not
to 2, etc.
As the simulation moves forward, a particle effectively hops back and forth
between states with the impurity occupied or unoccupied, and the bandwidth
must be chosen to be large enough such that trajectories can sample all such
relevant states (1, 1′, 2, 2′, 3, 3′, 4′ ...). For particles initialized with the impurity
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unoccupied at temperature kT , given that a reactive trajectory needs only to
cross the barrier from donor to acceptor, the highest possible energy they must
sample is roughly Ebarrier + O(1) ∗ kT . Here, for a converged result, we may
safely assume that barrier crossings occur with no more than 3kT of excess
energy.
Finally, for the model problem in Fig. 5.2, the donor and acceptor energy
surfaces are not symmetric. Thus in order to reach the thermal equilibrium, all
states below Ebath + 3kT must be equivalently sampled. For our purposes, this
implies that for converged results, we must choose the benchmark of metallic
one-electron orbitals to be W ≈ |∆Go| + Ebarrier + 3kT ≈ 0.032. According to
Fig. 5.2, such a choice does yield approximately converged results.
3. As we are interested in an irreversible electron transfer process between a
molecule and a bath, the energy spacing between the neighboring states must
be small compared to the molecule-metal coupling. In other words, we require
a large enough density of states. Note that this requirement is not as strong
as enforcing 2W/M  Γ as the spacing between many body states needs not
necessarily be equal to the spacing between one electron states in the bath.
Obviously, the former may be much smaller than the latter. That being said,
in the small Γ limit, we find that the number of bath orbitals M must be quite
large to satisfy all of the requirements above.
Altogether, these requirements explain why the IESH simulation is hard to
converge as Γ decreases in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure C.1: Schematic diabatic states of the system. The solid lines and dashed lines are the ground and excited
diabatic states, respectively. The red lines represents states with the impurity orbital occupied, while the green lines
represents states with the impurity orbital unoccupied. Several representative electron distributions for unoccupied
and occupied states are also plotted. Note that states 3′ and 4′ are degenerate. The hopping map of possible
hopping schemes is complicated. The initial state 1 is coupled to states 1′, 2′, and 4′, state 1′ is coupled to states 1
and 2, state 2 is coupled to states 1′ and 3′. The requirements for reaching equilibrium are very demanding in the
small Γ limit.
C.1.2 Non-uniform Discretization Schemes
As we stated in Sec. 5.4, an optimal discretization scheme should predict the correct
dynamics while keeping the number of bath orbitals relatively small. However to
capture accurate dynamics with a non-uniform discretization scheme, one must at
the very least be sure that the set of bath orbitals near the Fermi level form a dense
manifold. That being said, at the same time, to save computational costs, the one-
electron orbitals far from the Fermi level must be more sparsely distributed – while
still finding the correct long time equilibrium limit as well.
In our calculations, we have found it is extremely hard to find such a numerically
well-defined density of one electron states that can produce the correct, converged
results when there are only 20-80 orbitals in total. For small Γ, we always find
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a very broad set of bath orbitals is necessary for the reasons discussed above. To
make problems worse, we also find that defining the density of one electron states
ρ as the difference between energy levels can be numerically unstable for certain
discretizations; and yet such a density of one electron states is necessary to form the
correct overall decay rate Γ~ =
2πρ
~ V
2. For this reason, we have stuck here with a
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